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INTRODUCTIOII.

THE ELASTIC PROPERTIES OP CONCRETE UlTDER BI-A^-CIAL LOADING.
I. INTRODUCTION.
1 . PreI iminar
v
.
-Many examples of concrete stressed in two
directions may be found in buildings and other engineering
structures, but the most coranon and probably the most important
exemple is the comparatively ne?/ type of construction found
in girderless floors. The flat plate of homogeneous material
does not readily lend itself to strict analysis. The analysis
is even more difficult for a flat composite structure made of
two materials such c.s concrete and steel. Confidence in this
type of construction has been established by continued successful
use and by recent tests in which actual elongations of the fibers
have been measured. The stresses in the steel are principally
pure tension, therefore measured deformation can at once be
expressed as stress vrhen the modulus of elasticity is IcnoYm.
The concrete is not under simple stress, but is subject to
flexure in multiple directions; therefore the stress can not
be exactly stated from a Icnowledge of the relation betvreen
stress and deformation obtained from a test in simple compression.
11
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The present practice in the design of structure^ is lar[;ely
empirical. The structure is designed to resist stresses foijind
from bending moment formulas 7/hich are based on uncertain
analyses or on so-called tests. The ordinary vrorhing stresses
in the materials have been used. The designs have been quite
generally satisfactory but the limit of economy of the flat
slab system of construction has not been established.
T/e must loolc to the results of tests of actual structures to
determine where the stresses are greatest, v/here the designs
should be strengthened and v/here they may be cut dorrn.
Deformations can be measured but they mean very little to
the designer until they have been expressed in terms of stress.
Consequently it is desirable to establish an exact relation
bet^reen stresses and deformations of concrete bi-axially loaded
and to find the similarity or difference betTireen the stress-
deformation relation thus found and the relation under simple
loading. Present practice assumes the S8:ne relations ijinder
bi-axial loading conditions as under simple loading, an
assumption which is made for want of a better one and which
may be far from correct.
As far as can be learned, no experiments have previously
been made on concrete under compound stress. This pioneer
investigation has been made to study the elementary features of
that division of the iproblem which has to do with the design of
flat plate floors. The test conditions were ideal, in that the
exact nature and amount of the stresses were Icnown,
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The v.Titer feels that a step has been made in the right
direction, and that additional investigations, in which the
several variables of the problem of design are studied singly,
can be made, and ^'rom a sufficient number of properly planned
tests that the uncertainties v;hich are no77 so numerous may be,
one by one, eliminated and that finally the design of a
girderless or flat slab floor nay be as exact and as v;ell
established as the design of a simple beam.
2> ScQ-oe of Investi.^mtion.~ The points 77hich are to be studied
in this investigation are
(1) The ultimate unit deformation and the apparent initial
modulus of elasticity of concrete stressed in two
directions perpendicular to each other, and the
relation of these values to the elastic properties
of concrete stressed in one direction,
(2) The safe worl^ing stress and the ultimate strength
of concrete stressed in tTro directions and the relation
of these values to the worlcir:g stress and ultimate
strength of concrete stressed in one direction.
In this preliminary study, the effect of two compressive
stresses at right angles and the effect of two bendir^ stresses
at right angles are the branches of compound stress talcen up.
The case of two equal compressive stresses and the case of two
compressive stresses with one stress half as great as the other
have been investigated and the results have been compared with
the results of one compressive stress applied to the sane form
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Of test piece. The case of Uvo equal liendliio stre-jces at ri£;ht
angles vras studied and t.he results of tests corapared -.Tith the
results of tests of compression specimens.
Combinations of two compresGive stresses other than the
two special cases reported here, combinations of compression
and shear, or of more than tv;o stresses combined, offer a broad
and fruitful field of investigation Thich, it is hoped, someone
will explore in the near future.
Z . Aclvno v:l ed.f:ement . -Thes e tests were made in the Laboratory
of Applied Ilechanics of the University of Illinois as a part
of the research work of the University of Illinois Erigineering
Experiment Station, The worlc was in. charge of Prof. A. N. Talbot
who gave many helpful criticisms and interpretations of the
results, t;. a. Slater, Pirst Assistant in the rJngineering
Experiment Station. assisted in conducting the tests. Immediate
supervision of malcir^ the forms and test specimens was given
by D. A. Abraiiis, Associate in the Engineeririg Experiment Station.
To these and other members of the staff aclcnowledgement is made
for valuable assistance and suggestions.



II. liATERlALS, TEST PIECES AND APPARATUS.
4. Materials and Their Properties. -Cement The cement used
was furnished by the Universal Portland Cemen t Co. Tes ts of
samples talcen at times during the s eason v-ere made in the Cement
Testing; Laboratory and are given in Table I. The tests were made
by I.Ir. B. L. Bowling.
Table I •
BRIQUETTE TESTS OF CEl.ISiIT.
Each value is the average from five oes t s
.
Loads are given in pounds per square inch.
Sample Date Neat Cement 1-3 liortar
llo. 7 Days 28 Days 7 Days ido ijays
1 Oct. 25, 1911 585 685 239 315
2 IIov. 11, 1911 577 694 225 297
»-> Dec. 7, 1911 691 715 242 306
4 Dec. 22, 1911 617 792 231 326
5 Jan. 10, 1912 588 672 246
6 Feb. 12, 1912 512 758 253
7 Feb. 20, 1912 698 884 287 372
Avers 624 743 246 325
Additional tests on this cemen*, showed the initial set to
occur after 3-hr, S-min. and final set after 6-hr. 32-11lin.
Sieve tests sh07;ed 97.2 per cent passing a ITo . 100 sieve and
SI. 3 per cent passing a IJo. 200 sieve.
16
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Saiid. 'j-'lie sand used vras torpedo sand I'ron Attica, Indiana. It
was of good quality, fairly sharp, clean and v/ell {graded as
shown by the mechanical analysis given in Table II. It combined
coarse
with the^a£,'i;recates used in a very satisf ?.ctory manner. It was
from the same locality and of the same quality as the sand
used in malcin^^ the concrete and reinforced concrete test
specimens for several years at "he University of Illinois.
Table II.
IvECHAlIICAL A1>IALY3IS OF SAITD - 1912
Average of 5 Samples
Sieve ITo. Separation
Size,
in.
Per Cent
Passing
5
10
12
16
18
30
40
50
74
150
0.28
.174
.091
.057
.043
.027
.019
.013
.009
100
88
54.3
47.5
41.7
32.9
21.2
•1
-T-
5.1
2.7
1.0
Stone. A good quality of rather hard limestone from KarJcalcee,
Illinois, specified to pass through a 1-in. ring and over a
screen with l/4-in. meshes, was used. A mechanical analysis
of the stone has been made and the results are shOYm in Table III
The stone is representative of the stone most used in building
construction of reinforced cor:crete in Illinois and is the same
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grade of stone which has "been used in malclnc; the laboratory
test speclmer.s tor some time. Inspection of the fractured
specimens did not shov? that the stone had crushed or split.
In one cylinder however the cement did not seer, to adhere v.'ell
to the stone but rather to the fine crusher dust on its surface.
Table III.
IIECIIAITICAL AlTALYoIS 0? STOIIS - 1912,
Average of 5 Samples,
Size of
Square
Opening
Separation
Size
in.
Per Cent
Passing
1-in.
3/4-in.
1/2-in.
3/8-in.
No. 3
No. 5
No. 10
0.2s
0.174
0.091
100
95.5
66.7
46.3
25.9
8.1
3.4
4 1^
i
Steel
.
The steel used in the crossed beams consisted of plain
round bars o/s in. in diameter. They ^neve of mild open hearth
steel. Tests of two bars cut from lengths used in the beams
indicated a yield point of 37350 lb. per sq.in. and an ultimate
strerigth of 58150 lb. per sq.in. The modulus of elasticity as
determined from the tests was 31 100 000 ajid 31 400 000 lb. per
sq.in. in the two cases. The stress-deformation diagrams appear
among the curves in the bade of the thesis.
Concrete . This investigation was in progress at the time the
Engineering Experiment Station changed from harid-mixed to
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machine-mixed concrete. Consequently both Xindc of 1-2-4
concrete veve used in malcln^; test specimens. This is fortunate
in that it gives the opportunity to study the phenomena of "both
concretes under practically identical conditions.
The hand-mixed concrete was prepared in the same v-ay as
the concrete previously used in experimental worl^ by the lab-
oratory. Men slcilled in mixing concrete and in malcing test
pieces were employed in the vrork. The foreman and other uorl^nen
are experienced concrete vrorlcmen; they have made the specimens
for the laboratory for seven seasons. The mixing;;; was done ";ith
shovels. The sand and stone 7/ere first measured by loose
volmne, and then \7eighed to checlv the measurement. A bac of
cement (95 lb. ) ^as considered as one cubic foot of cement.
The sand and cement vjere first mixed dry; the stone \7hich had
been previously moistened 'uas added and the mix turned until of
a uniform appearance. Usually the first operation included
five or six turnings and the second three or more. ?/ater in
sufficient quantity to produce a distinctly uet mixture was
added. The whole was then turned until thoroughly mixed.
The machine-mixed concrete was prepared in a Liarsh-Capron
batch mixer with a rated capacity of 9 cu.ft. The materials
77ere measured by loose volume and the measured quantities weigh-
ed as before. The mixer was started and the stone which had
been previously wet va.s dumped in; then the sand was introduced,
followed by about half the quejitity of water which was to be
used. The cement was dumped in and the remainder of the
water added. Tlie materials were mixed for a period of five
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minutes aTter the last i^ater had been added. The s-peed of the
mixer ras about 22 revolutions per minute. The entire charge
of the mixer was dumped, when completed, on the cenent floor
of the mixing laboratory and carried to the forms in buclcetc.
The mass of concrete as discharsed from the mixer appeared to
be very thorou^-hly mixed and had the appearance of a richer
concrete than was produced by hand-mixirig
-vith the same pro-
portions of in^^redients.
On account of the small size of the specimens it was
convenient to msQce more than one test piece from each batch.
.5. Details of Test o-Qecimei-is .-Af:! was mentioned above, this
investigation lalies up the action of two compresGions and of
two bending stresses. Several unusual types of specimens were
used, their form depending on the data sought.
For studying the effect of two compressions a novel type
of specimen, shown in Fig. 1, page 21, was used. This specimen
has been called the "compression specimen" throughout the report.
Its general form is that of a Greek cross with unequal arms.
The short ar-is were designed to be 3 x 3-in.
, 6-in. long, the
long arms were designed to be 3 x S-in.
, IG-in. long and the
center or cross 3 x S x 8-in. All the compression specimens
were 1-2-4 plain concrete. They were made on the floor of the
mixing laboratory in wooden forms made of one inch pine stock,
placed on a layer of building paper. See Pig. 1. Some difficulty
was experienced while mailing the first specimens in Iceepirig
the forms square and in keeping them doym on the floor. The
thickness of the specimen was somewnat greater than sliown in
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the desl2;n. In m^Jclnc; the later specimens, a rooden bottom vras
provided for the forms. The actual dimensions of the compression
specimens before they v;ere tesLed are given in Table IV, page 23.
It ras anticipated that the compression specimens mifjht
not fail at the center, and in order to determine the strei-gth
of concrete bl-axlally loaded in perpendicular directions,
several 8-in, cubes 77ere made. Tt?o 8-in. cubes '.vere made from
each batch of concrete used in malcing a specimen, and in addition
several more sets of cubes \7ere made. These separate 3-in.
cubes are numbered 2055-A, 2055-B, 205G-A, 205G-B, 2057-A,
2057-B, 2058-A and 2058-B. The S-in. cubes vrere made in pairs
in steel forms,
Por studyir^G the effect of t'vTO bending stresses, crossed
beams Txere made. A crossed beam consists of two simple beams
12 in. 7/ide, 10- in. deep to the center of the steel, and 7 ft.,
5 in. long over all, crossing at their centers. See Fig. 2.
The crossed beams 7;ere reiroforced f7ith eight s/s-in. round bars
in each direction and had seven stirrups of l/2-in. round,
spaced '4 in. apart, at each end of each beam. The stirrups ^nere
bent into U-shapes Tilth hooKs at the top of each arm of the U.
They were made to pass around six bars on one side of the beam
and 7:ere staggered. In this v/ay the center four bars :7ere
held by a stirrup every four inches and the outside t^ro bars
on each side were held by a stirrup every eight inches, as sho'vTn
in Fig. 2. None of the horizontal rods Trere bent up but this
would have been well, since failure occurred by diagonal tension.
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Table IV.
DIlC-rlSIONo OP COlvIPRESSION SPECILraiS.
No. Type Dimensions
of Arm
Concrete
2050 Compression Specimen 8 X 8-3/8-in. 1-2-4 Hand-mixed
2051 Compression Specimen 8 X 8-l/4-in. 1-2 -4 Hand-mixed
2052 Compression Specimen 8 X 8-l/s-in. 1-2 -4 Hand-mixed
2053 Compression Specimen 8 X S-l/s-in. 1-2-4 Hand-mixed
2054 Compression Specimen 8 X 8-in. 1-2 _4 Machine-mixed
2055 S-in. Cubes 8xSxS-in, 1-2-—A Liachine-mixed
2056 S-in. Cubes 8x8x8-in. 1-2- A
—at Ilachine-mixed
2057 8- in. Cubes 8x8x8- in. 1-2- liach ine-mixed
2053 8-in. Cubes 8x8x8- in. 1-2--4 liachine-mixed
2059 Compression Specimen 8 X 8-l/O-ii:. 1-2- A nachine-mlxed
2061 Compression Specimen 8 X 8-l/4:-in. 1-2- A Hand-mixed
2062 Compression Specimen 8 X 8-l/s-in. 1-2- A Hand-mixed
2063 Compression Specimen 8 X 8-l/8-in. 1-2--4 Hand-mixed
2071 Compression Specimen 8 X S-l/4-in. 1-2--4 Hand-mixed
2072 Compression Specimen 8 X 8-l/s-in. 1-2--4 Hand-mixed
2073 Compression Specimen S X 8-l/s-in. 1-2--4 Hand-mixed
i
i
1
i
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Pig. 2. Crossed Beam.
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The crossed beams were made in foms of ;j-ln. pine stocK,
placed on a piece of buildiiic paper on the floor of the nixing
laboratory. The forms v.-ere squared and securely blocked in
place before they were filled. The forms are shown In detail
in Fis. 3.
In order to have a basis for comparison of the various tests,
auxiliary specimens were made from each batch of concrete used.
One S X 13-in. cylinder and three S~in. cubes v:ere made from the
middle of each batch. Ylhen two specimens were made from one
batch, one cylinder and one set of cubes were made to control
both specimens.
6... Method of Liaising S-pecimens .-ThH forms Y/ere placed on
the floor of the mixing laboratory and were thoroughly spriiilcled
Trlth water before any concrete was placed. Each specimen was
Given a number which was painted on the piece itself before the
forms were removed. In meaning the compression specimens, concrete
was placed a shovel full at a time, and was spaded on the sides
with a plasterer's trowel and tainped with a light bar. .'UTter
filling the form, the top was troweled level with the side boards
and a smooth surface produced.
In malcir^^ the beams, concrete about 2 in. deep was placed in
the forms and the steel and stirrups then placed and spaced.
Care was telcen to have the stirrups in their proper place and
to have the steel at the proper distance from the compression
face at all places. Concrete was placed a shovel full at a time
and was churned with a small rod and spaded with a trowel as
before. The top surface was troweled level with the forms
and lifting rings inserted in the soft concrete.

p.r.
Hi
i=r
t
iLr
Pie. S. Detail of Crossed Beam Porcis.
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The 3-in. and 6-in. cubes c.nd the 3 x IG-ln. cylinders
\
v:ere nade in steel forms. Concrete was placed a little f.t a
time and carefully spaded and tamped.
The compression specimens v/ere made on their sides, the
beams v:ere made flat as tested and the cylinders -.vere made on
end. The cubes were tested uith load on a face v:hich ras vertic?!
durin^j' malcing.
The numbering system was such that from its mjimber, the loading;
on a specimer. could ::e determined. Compression Specimens 7?-hich
had 5 as the third figure of their number were tested with two
equal compressions at right angles, those which had 6 as the
third figure of their number were tested with half as great
compression in one direction as the other, those which had 7
as the third f ig-ure of their number were tested with one com-
pressive stress. The specimens which had as the third figure
of their number were crossed beams,
A l^nowledge of the specimens made from a batch is often
valuable in interpreting the results. The dates of malcing the
specimens were as follows: On October 2S, 1911, specimens
2051 and 2001with two 8-in. cubes, three G-in. cubes, one 3-in.
cylinder and one control beam were made from one batch. On
November 1, 2050 with three S-in. cubes and one S-in. cylinder
were made. On ITovember 2, 2002 and 2052 with two s-in, cubes
three 6-in. cubes, one 3-in. cylinder and one control beam
were made from one batch. On November 8, 2061 and 2071 with two
|
S-in. cubes, three 3-in. cubes and two 3-in. cylinders were made
|
from one batch. On November 11, 2062 and 2072 with two S-in.
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cubes, three 6-in. cubes and two s-in. cylinders 7;ere made from
one batch. On November 18, 2003 and 206Z with tro S-in. cubes,
three G-ln. cubes, one 3-in. cylinder and one control bearn were
made from the same batch. On November 25, 2062 and 2073 with
two S-in. cubes, three 6-in. cubes and one 3-in. cylinder were
made from one batch. These comprised the first run of tests
and were all hand-mixed concrete. The other specimens were
machine-mixed concrete made on the dates given below. On January
25, 1912, 2055 consisting' of t?;o s-in. cubes and three S-in.
cubes was made. On February 7, t?7o S-in. cubes and three 3-in.
cubes v/ere made and marl<:ed 2056. On February 20, two S-in.
cubes and three 6-in. cubes were made and marlced 2057. On
March 1, two s-in. cubes and three S-in. cubes were made and
marked 2058. On Llarch 6, 2054 and 2059, compression specimens,
were made with three 6-in. cubes and one S-in. cylinder, from
one batch.
A siurniiary of all the specimens used in the investication is
given in Table V, page 29.
7. Storaf-:e and Hand linr^ . -The forms Y;ere removed from the
specimens seven days after they were made, except that in two
Instances the forms were removed from the 3-in. cubes at an
earlier age to hasten the preparation of other specimens which
the large cubes controlled. Both the 6-in. and S-in. cubes and
the cylinders were stored in damp sand until a few days before
they were tested. Part of the cubes and cylinders were stored
in the mixing laboratory, part in the hydraulics laboratory
under the same conditions.

Table V.
SUirjVRY OP SPECILDaiS.
No. Kind Auxiliary Specimens Da*te Age,
Made ' Tested days
2050 CompressionL G-in. cubes, cylinder 11- 1-11 ,12-19-11 52Specimen
2051 do. 6-in. cubes, 8-in. cubes, 10-28-11 1- 8-12 73
Oy X XliCLc;!
2052 do. do. 11- 2-11 1-10-12 G9
2053 do. do. 11-13-11 1-30-12 73
2054 do. 6-in. cubes, cylinder 3- 6-12 5- 7-12 62
2055 Tv70 8- in. C abes, three G-in. cubes 1-25-12
\
4- 5-12 71
2056 do. do. 2- 7-12 4- 3-12 50
2057 do
.
do. 2-20-12 4-30-12 70
2058 do. do. 3- 1-12 4-30-12 60
205G Compression 6-in. cubes, cylinder 3— G—12 5- 7-12 62
2061 do. 6-in. cubes, 8-in. cubes. 11- 8-11 1-15-12 68
2062 do. do. 11-11-11 1-18-12 58
2063 do. do. 11-23-11 1-31-12 69
2071 do. 8-in, cube, cylinder 11- 3-11 1-11-12 54
2072 do. do. 11-11-11 1-20-12 70
2073 do. do. 11-23-11 2- 2-12 71
2001 Crossed 6-in. cubes, B-in. cubes, 10-23-11 12-29-11 62
Beam cylinder, control beam
2002 do. do
,
11- 2-11 12-30-11 58
2003 do. do. 11-18-11 1-27-12 70

The compression specimens and beams v/ere left for about
tT/o v;eel:s in the position in
-aiich they v:ere made on the floor
of the mixing laboratory, when they were piled one on top of
another with v/ooden blocks betv:een them. They v/ere spririlcled
more or less each day T:ith4 a hose to prevent drying- out, but
the indicr.tions are that the use of more water would have been
better because water was so quickly absorbed by the specimen.
The mixin£^ laboratory in which the specimens were stored
was heated by steain pipes. The temperature varied from 73°p to
44°P except that once, on January 15, 1912, the record shows
that the temperature dropped to 34°F. Temperature was recorded
at 7 a.m. and 5 p.m. each day, and it is probable that the var-
iation was somewhat greater than £;iven above. The general
range was from 30°F to 70°F. The actual daily variation is
shown in Fig. 4, page .31.
Specimens 205Z , 2065 and 2073 were hauled to the testirig
laboratory some time before they were tested and had an opportunit:.
to dry out more than the other specimens. They vjere wet every
three or four days with a small quantity of water thrown on them
by hand from a bucket. The water was so greedily absorbed that
there can be no doubt of a drying influence, but these specimens
did not differ greatly in strength from the others and the
drying action is not of importance,
8. Description of Ai3"Daratus .-In reporting this investigation,
j
many terms will be used which have an application to this kind
of work only, and somev/hat arbitrary definitions will need to
be made for them. These should be credited to Ilr. Slater.
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Ga,iy;^-lT,ole. A small hole (0.055-in. In thlc iiivectlcation
)
drilled into the steel b'-ir or into the G'S-Uce-plug inserted in
the concrete has been termed a ga^-iGe-^^ole. It is for the
admission of the point of a leg of the extensometer
,
Gauce-line
. The gauged length coraiecting a pair of gaur-e-holes
is temied a gauge-line.
Gau.^e-r)iuf:. A gaiige-plug is a piece of round rod about one inch
long inserted in a hole in a specimen, set in plaster of paris,
and having a gauge-hole drilled in the end Y^aiich is flush 7;ith
the surface of the specimen.
Reading::
. A reading is a single reading on any gauge-line.
Observation . An observation as here used is the average of a
number of readings, usually five.
Zero Lerjcth of Instrument . The ierigth of the instrijment at
the time of tal*:ing the first observation on the standard bar
will be IcnoTrn as the zero length of instnjment. The first
observation on the standard bar Iz not the zero readiHc;,; on the
dial, but a comparison of a subsequent reading with it Y^ill
shor; any change in the zero lerigth.
Series of Observations . The observr-.tions t8l<:en consecutively
at a given load, v^ithout repetition on any gauge-line, are defined
as a series of observations.
Interval . An interval as used here is the time elapsing between
consecutive observations, and all intervals are (for lacl<: of
more exact irjf'ormation) assumed to be equal, J'or this purpose
the average of two consecutive observations on the standard
bar is considered a single observation.

Apparent Initial :.:odulus of :-:ia3tioltv . The apparent Initial
modulus of elasticity is obtained "by dra77ii\j at the origin a
tangent to the stress-deformation diagram obtained under certain
external conditions.
Cross. . The part of a test specimen at the intersection of the
two arras both in the beans and compression specimens has been
called the cross in this investigation.
Arm . The parts of a test piece radiatir^; from the cross have
been called arms.
In testing- compression specimens, vertical load v/as applied
v:ith the testirin; machine and horizontal load rras applied -'ith
an hydraulic jack. The arrari^ement of apparatus used to apply
a load to the arm of a compression specimen -zith an hydraulic
jaclc v:as as follov/s. The base of the jacic was bolted to a cast
iron plate 21 x 13 x 5-in. havin^i a 2.25-in. hole in each of
its corners. Two mild steel rods 2-in. in diameter and 5-f t.
6-in. long, threaded on each end, were inserted in the holes
at opposite ends of a diagonal of the bloclc, projecting on the
side to which the jach was bolted and r-unning through corresponding;
holes in a similar blocl^. See Fig. 5, page 34, The specimen
was placed betvfeen one blocl<: and the plunger of the jaclv as
shown by the dotted lines. In testing a compression specimen,
two side rods were used. In testing the S-in. cubes, four rods
were used, giving a more rigid piece of apparatus.
j
A free end bearing for the arms of the compression specimens
\
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FiS. 5. Hydraulic JacK System.

was provided by placing tT7o crossed pieces of I-I/4 x 3/3-ln.
flat betY;een the plate bedded in plaster on tlie speoiinen and the
bloclc of the loadinc system, and two similar pieces betv^een the
block on the opposite end of the specimen and the plunrjer of
the jack. This arran£;ement proved quite satisfactory.
The ori^jinal plan of loadinc the compression specimens vs.s
to use two hydraulic jack systems, such as the one described in
the above paragraph , at right angles to each other, and to supply
both from one pump, thus insuring, in the case of compression
specimens loaded equally on the two arrns
,
equal loads in the two
directions at all times. This arran^'ement was tried in the first
test of 2050 but it v/as not satisfactory for the reason that
the two loading systems developed a tendency to twist about
an axis perpendicular to the plane of both loads, thus causing
a bending action of uii^nown sjiioiint and an uncertain distribution
of stress. This apparatus which is shovm in ?ig, S, was not
used again.
The second plan v/as to use one hydraulic jack system to apply
the horizontal load and a testing machine to apply the vertical
load and to apply the greater load, in the tests in which they
were unequal, Tjith the testing machine. Tlie second test of
preliminary specimen 2050 and the test of 2051 vrere made in
this way in a 200 000-lb. Olsen machine, but it was found that the
screws interfered somevmat with the instrijiments in talcing defor-
mation readings. The later tests were made in the 600 000-lb.
machine under quite favorable conditions, using the same

First LoadinA; A-p-^aratus for 2050
i
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hydraulic jack for all tests. A spherical bearing-blocK was
placed "between the top plate on the specimen and the pulling
head of the machine. The usual arrangement of apparatus is
sho^^n in the rrontispiece.
The arrangement of apparatus for testing 3-in. cubes -jas
practically the same as that for testing compression specimens.
The spring-dynainometer v/as placed next to the end bloclc opposite
the one to 7;hich the jaclc v:as bolted. In place of the two
crossed pieces of flat at each end of the compression specimen,
a spherical block was placed bet^^een the plunger of the jack
and the plate bearing on the cube. A second spherical block
was placed on the top plate of the cube to transfer the load
from the testing machine, as in the tests of compression
specimens.
The crossed beams were tested in a special testing machine,
made in the 'laboratory of Applied liechanics. It is sho^Tn in
Fig. 7 and 8, pages S8 and 39. It consists of a system of
reinforced concrete beems cast in one piece, a steel I-beam with
connecting bolts, and a jack which loads the specimens. The
base is shown in Fig. 9, page 40. The brackets in the corners
of the base strengthen the vj-hole and permit its use in testir^g
certain other types of specimens. Four l-l/4-in. round rods,
with their ends upset and threaded, pass through holes in the
base, and up to a plate over the I-beam shovm crossing the
opening in the base on Fig. 9. The beam on top of the machine
was removed v/hile a specimen was placed, leaving clear space
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for the use of the overhead crane in handling; the speclinenc.
The procedure in placina a crossed beain in the m-^chlne was
as follov7s. Tv;o plates 1 x 4 x 12-in. T7ere placed on top of
each other at the places on the base of the machine v:here a
reaction of the crossed beani v/as to come. A bed of freshly
mixed plaster paris about one-half inch thiclc ^j;^as placed on top
of each pair of 1 x 4 x 12-in. plates, and the beam carefully
lovrered in its place, with the ends in i.his soft plaster. After
the plaster had acquired its set, the specimen '.7as raised about
tv^o inches, the upper one of each pair of plates sticking to the
bottom of the beam. A roller ^7as then placed bet^veen the plates,
while the specimen was thus suspended, and placed in the desired
position of the reaction. The crosssd beam was then lowered to
a bearing on the rollers. In this way it was certain that
the distribution of the reaction across the end of the beam was
uniform s.rA that the position of the reaction was as f ir^ured,
A piece of 7-in. x 15-lb. I-beam about 14-in. long was set in
plaster along each of the four lines where load was to be
applied. On top of the^e pieces, two 12-in, x 31.5-lb. I-beams
were placed and these in turn loaded with a third besm of the
same size or with two 3-in.. beams side by side. This last
mentioned beam or, in the case of 2003, the two 8-in, beams,
carried a plate and the dynamometer. The base of an hydraulic
jaclc bore directly on top of the dynamometer, and the plur^ger
of the jaclc acted on a plate on the bottom of the l3.rge I-beam
across the top of the machine.
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Three methods of detenniniiitj' the Eanount of load rere uced
In this investigation. In the tests of compression Gpecinens, '
the vertical load uas applied by a testing machine and the
horizontal load v^as applied "by an hydraulic iacl; and indicated
by a pressure gau^e. In the tests of crossed beams the load ^vas
applied by an hydraulic ;jaclc and indicated by a spring
dynamometer. In the tests of S-in. cubes the horizontal load
was applied by an hydraulic jaclc and indicated by a spririg dyn-
amometer while the vertical load was applied by a testing
machine.
The testirig machine used was the 600 000-lb. Riehle, two
screw, vertical machine in the Laboratory of Applied I'echanics
of the University of Illinois, and needs no description.
The jacl^ used in compression tests and in the tests of G-in,
cubes v/as a 5-l/2-in. ram rated at 100 tons. Two of thesa are
shown in ?ig. 3. The jach was carefully cleaned before the
experiments and v/as in good condition. The wording fluid was
medium machine oil with a specific gravity of 0.37. The oil for
the jack was supplied by a hand pump through a copper pipe
l/8-in. in internal diameter. In the test of a compression
specinen and for low loads (up to 67000-lb. ) a Crosby Hydraulic
pressure gauge reading to 3000 lb. per sq.in. was used, and for
loads between 67000-lb, and 230 000-lb. a Watson-Stillman indicate:
readirig directly in tons was employed. Tiie jaclc was carefully
|
calibrated several times v'ith each jacl^ in the 600 000-lb.
machine before the tests, and again after the completion of
all tests. Calibration curves, drawn from the data thus obtained.
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v;ere used in the. tests to read the lop.d on the specimen In
pounds. Tliese are shown in Fig. 10 and 11 and are the curves
plotted from the data talcen before the tests were m-^de.
A ;jac]c similar to the one described above Yias used to load
the crossed beams, and readings on a v;atson-3tillman indicator
on the. pump were recorded as a possible checlc on the readings
of the method described below, but this jaclc and indicator had
not been calibrated and these readirigs were not used in the
computations. The load used in the calculations was determined
from a spring dynamometer called dynamometer ITo. 1, and shOTm
In operation in' Pig. 7 and 8.
The dynamometers used in measuring the load on a specimen
in some of the tests reported in this discussion resemble
Regnier's dj'-namometer , vvhich is an elliptical spring whose colla-
in the direction of its minor axis is made to move an index
finger on a graduated arc. See Fig. 12, page 43. They consist
essentially of two beams loaded at t-'O points, with te.ision
faces tOY^ard each other, and separated by steel bloclcs. An
Am.es dial is placed betv^een the two beams and measures their
combined flexural deflections, which is a measure of the applied
load. The beams are rectangular, 7.7-in. by 2-in. in cross
section, 19-in. long and are made of niclcel steel. The bloclcs
at the ends of the beams are 5 x 2 x 7.7-in. and are of the
same material. Two 3/4-in. bolts through the ends of the beams
hold the instrument together and when firmly tightened provide a
slight restraint at the ends of the beams. The Mies dial reads
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directly to l/lOOO inch and by estimation to l/lOOOO inch, or
in temic of load as measured by dynamoneter IIo.l, to units of
about 1500-lb. directly and by estimation to ICO-lb. Dynamometer
No.l was calibrated in a 200 000-lb. Olsen screw testin£; machine
several tii.ies, both with increasing and decreasing increments
of load. Tlie effect of the end bolts on the load-deflection
diagram '.vas not great, but the curve was smoother and the
instrument gave bet-' er results when these were quite firraiy set.
The calibration curve followed the same path during several
successive trials. Tlie dynamometer proved to be quite sensitive
in indicating a falling off of the load, and promptly returned
to a zero reading when the load was removed. The load-deflection
curve used in the crossed beam tests is shown in Pig. 13 with the
full line. The dotted line is drawn from a calibration made
after this series of tests was completed and. after the instrument
was used in another series of tests and loaded to about 140000-lb,
The number of times which the instrument was calibrated before
the tests points to the conclusion that the change in the curve
was due to a subsequent higher loading than that reached by the
first calibrations. The tests of crossed beams v/ere made within
a few days of the first calibrations of the dynamometer, but
the second calibration wa.s made over three months later.
Dynamometer No. 2, used in the tests of 3-in. cubes, resembled
No. 1 in every way except the position of the two loading points
on the beams. See Pig. 12, page 45. The points were G-in.
center to center on No. 1 and 12-in. center to center on No. 2.
The greater distance between these points reduces the bending
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moment and the deflection and increases the capacity of the
instn.nnent. Dynamometer No. 2 v:as calibrated several times in
the 600 000-lb. testing machine and r.'as found quite similar in
action to the other dynamometer. The calibration curve used
In computing the results of tests of 3-in. cubes is dra^vn in
Fig. 14, page 50. A calibration of Dynsmometer No. 2 m-j.de after
the tests foll07;ed the same path. The points of both calibrations
are plotted on the diagram.
Ileasurements of the deformation in the steel and concrete
were made with an instrument of the Berry type of the form
developed at the University of Illinois in the Er^-ineering
Experiment Station. The instrument is slcetched in Fig. 15
and tT7o types are shoirn in the photograph of Fig. 13-, At the
top of Fig. 15 is one of the Invar steel standard bars used in
the tests. The deformation measuring instrijment shov;n immediately
under the standard bar is covered v.'ith tvro layers of felt to
protect the aluminum sides from the observer's hand. The covered
type W8.S used in malting the observations. The Berry type of
instrument shoirn at the bottom of the f ig-ure has been provided
TTith shorter legs than the one shoT^n above. The other features
are the sa e as those of the felt covered instrument. Tlie
short-legged type is pictured standing on the calibrating device.
To calibrate an instnjment, various corrected differences are
checl^ed by readings on the micrometer.
The instrument reads directly to 1/5000 inch and in this
investigation the reading Y:as estimated to l/lOOOO inch, or
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half of one division. The deformation on the G^iiGe-line is
multiplied by five be means of the bent lever at "A", Pic. 15,
and this multiplied deformation ic read on the Ames dial at the
left of the figure. Each unit on the Ames dial is l/lOOO inch
and therefore l/sOGO inch deformation on the sa\ige-line.
An increacG in the length of the gauge-line gives a smaller
readir^" on the dial and vice versa, or in other ?7ords, a positive
corrected difference is tension and a negative corrected
difference is compression.
In the case of measurements on the steel in beams, ITo, 54
gauge-holes were drilled in the rods '.hemselves to siich a depth
that the botton of the hole v/ould clear the points of the instru-
ment, usually l/s to 3/l6-in. See Pig. 15, page 52. After dril-
ling, the gauge-holes T;^ere very slightly reamed irrith a dull
countersinker to insure a clean, sharp edge at the top. Por
measurements on concrete, holes were bored in the specimen to
a depth of one inch and gauge-rlugs were inserted and gauge-
holes drilled. It was possible to drill the holes in the smaller
specimens with the drill press in the shops of the labora:.ory
,
a 7/lG-in. twist drill being used. The holes in the beams were
drilled by hand v/ith a 5/s-in. cold chisel. Gauge-plugs of
s/s-in. round v:ere used in the smaller specimens and pieces of
l/2-in. round for the beams. These were set in the drilled holes
in plaster paris of very thin consistency. After the plaster had
hardened, the tops of the steel gauge-pl^ags were cleaned and
gauge-holes drilled and slightly reained as described above.
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The gauiGe-line was six inches for all specinens tested.
To tal^e a read iiiG, the points of the instrument Tjere inserted
in the gaij^-e-holes of a gaTo^'e-line, and a slight pressure
applied to the instrument to give a firm hearing:; of the points
in the holes. A reading vras tal'Cen, the points of the instrijunent
removed from the holes, then inserted again as before and a
second reading t8l<:en, ?ive readings in succession --ere telcen
and all five given to the recorder at once. If these '-ore in-
consistent v;ith previous readings, or if there Y;as a total
variation among the five of one and a half divisions on the
dial, five more readings vrere tal<:en c-nd recorded. In the later
tests five readings Y-ere tslcen as above, but only the average
p-as recorded. It Y:as found that the results Y-ere quite as
reliable Yrhile the labor of recording and of computirig was greatly
curtailed by the process.
The expansion of the arm perpendicular to the load and the
expansion of the cross perpendicular to both loads Y:ere measured
in a number of tests by a noYi type of instnjment called the
expansometer , devised by the Y/riter and built in the shops of
the laborcxtory. Tlie tY;o expanconeters used are shOYjn in Pig. 17,
page 55. The expansion of the specimen is multiplied by ten
by the lever Yrhich moves the plunger of an Ames dial. The frame
is of 1 X o/lS-in. fiat framed v^ith small angles in the corners.
It is adjustable to the size of the specimen. Rough adjustment
is made by using different sets of holes in the side bars, finer
ones are made Yrith the thumb-screY:.
The instrument is held in its place on the specimen by

Fig, 17. Pliotosrapli of Sxioansometers.
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means of tro bearings on short plUGc These pluc;^ are set in
holes in the face of the specimen, so shallov.^ that practically
the whole expansion of the specimeii may be detennined by measuring*
the Chans <3 in the distance between the outer ends of the plugs.
The holes are about 3/lS-in, deep. Tlie plugs have spherical
outer ends and square ends in the specimen, Tiie position of
the expansometers on a compression specimen may be seen in the
frontispiece,
,9.. Ilethods of Testing:; , -The methods of testir^g have already
been mentioned in the discussion of test specimens and testing
apparatus. For testir^g compression specimens v/ith arms equally
loaded, the arrangement Y;'hich v-as first used on compression
specimen 2050 ( tirro jaclc systems) would have been better than
the combination of one jaclc and the testing machine if some
means of Iceeping the jaclcs in their proper positions could have
been found. A falling off of the load would have affected the
two arms more nearly equally with two ;jac]cs. However a comparison
of the stress-deformation curves of the horizontal and vertical
arms shows that the me+hod of testir^ finally adopted was vevy
satisfactory.
Three compression specimens in addition to the preliminary
tests of 2050, were loaded with equal loa^s on the two arms,
and deformations parallel to the axis of each arm both on the
cross and on the arm were measured. Expansions on the cross and
on the arm were determined by the expansometers, VJlien the
results of the expansion measurements on 2051, 2052 and 2053
were computed, it was found that the expansometers had not
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worlced satisfactorily on the oross of 2052. Tt70 other corapresGlor
specimens, 2054 and 2059, Yieve then made with the intention of
testing them for expansion only, since it was felt that a knowloicf*
of the expansion was important and that conclusions could not
be based on 'two curves.
To investigate the effect on the unit deformation of unequal
compressive stresses in two directions, three specimens v:ere
tested with half as great horizontal compression as vertical
compression. These were 2051, 2032 and 2053.
To determine the effect of the enlarged section at the
cross on the unit deformation at the cross, three compression
specimens '.vere loaded on one arm and the same measurements of
deformation made as were made in the other two cases.
The horizontal load was applied with the jack and the vertical
load with the testing machine. Ordinarily two men applied load,
one with the testirog machine, the other with the pump. The
observer running the testing machine called out each 5000-lb.
increment of load (73 lb, per sq.in. increment of stress) and
the observer at the pump Icept the jack load as close to the other
as possible. The sloY/est speed of the testing machine (0,05-in.
per minute ) was employed. It was not hard to keep the loads
within 2000 or 3000-lb, of each other. After the load was
applied, the motor on the testing machine was stopped and a wait
of two or three minutes followed, during which time the stress
coriditions in the specimen could adjust themselves somewhat to
the new loading. The loads used in computing the data were read
just before the first deformation observations were made and
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just after the set of observations was complete.
The load on the faces of the 3-ln. cubes v/as increased in
the manner described in the previous paragraph. T^/hen one observer
applied both loads as was the case in some of the tests, an
increment of 5000-lb. was applied in the horizontal direction
and the load in the vertical direction brouGht up to it, then
2500-lb. more added in the vertical direction, followed by
5000-lb. in the horizontal direction then 5000-lb. in the vertical
direction, then another 5000-lb. in the horizontal direction,
and finally by 2500-lb. in the vertical direction malcing the
loads equal.
The arraiigement of the loadinr^ apparatus for the crossed
beans is taken up in "8. Description of Apparatus," The load
was very slowly applied in increments of 15000-lb. between
series of observations. The pointer on the dynamometer could
be quite accurately read and it was found easy to stop at any
desired load. Failure could be predicted by a baclcward motion
of the dynamometer needle between strol^es of the pmp and a
rapid falling off of ihe load when the pump was stopped. The
same indications of failure were present in the 8-in. cube tests
in v/hich a dynamometer was used to indicate the load.
10. Time STfect of Load .-Sxoept in the first stages of a
test, the load fell off while a series of readings was beir^^
tax en, both in the compression tests and in the beam tests. A
series of readings required from fifteen to thirty minutes,
depending on the number of observations made, time taken to
observe phenomena of the tests and the personnel of the party,
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and during this time :iie change of load was often appreciable.
It is probable that concrete does not adjust itself to a nev:
condition of stress speedily, and that during the time consumed
in talcing; the whole number of readin£;s, the specimen \7as
undergo ins' internal changes.
In a test, the readings v;ere taken in the order of the
number of the gauge-line, but a study of these readings and
of the plotted curves does not sho7,' a relation betrzeen the
deformation and the number of the point, uhich is to say that
the nevr condition of stress in the specimen at the time of the
last observations of the series \7as not enough different from
the condition at the time of the first observations to be
noticed by instruments as delicate as those used in these tests.
In the test of 2071 the pov;er on the testing machine failed
after the first increment of load had been applied and it rras
necessary to leave the specimen in this condition over night.
In the morning the load was weighed and a set of observations
tafcen to check those of the evening before. It was noticed that
the load had fallen off somewhat in the night, but not more
than it fell off durir^^ the length of ! ime occupied by an
ordinary series of observations, and that the deformation had
apparently increased greatly, also that the deformation perpen-
dicular to the applied load indicated an increase of compresoion
while the observations of the evening before had pointed to
tension deformations as we should expect, i^'urthermore i-he increase
of shortening was nearly the same in all cases, but where we
should expect an increase of tension, ga^ige-lines 7, 8, 17 and 13,
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there was shown an increaoc of compression about equal to the
Increase of compression on the arm. See sovne of the curves of
2071 which have been drawn in Pig. 18 on page 61. With this in
mind it was thou{^ht that the change in this case was due to
some change in temperature in the laboratory or to a change of
zero lerigth of instrument caused by temperature, and not to
a time effect of the load,
A time effect ca,uses an increase of deformation under the
same load, but in the measurements on gauge-lines 7, 8, 17 and 18
the effect was an apparent reversal of stress. The amount of
change of deformation ws.s so nearly the same on all gauge-lines,
both in magnitude and direction, that it is certain that the
change is due to causes other than the time effect of load.
A change of temperature in the laboratory might cause the
test specimen to change its dimensions, or might change the
standard bar or the instnoments themselves. That the effect
is not produced by an accidental change in an instrument is
demonstrated by the fact that the tiio instruments used, each
with a distinct standard bar and in the hands of a spearate
observer, gave the sai^e results, qualitatively and quantitatively.
A charige of temperature of 12°F is sufficient to cause this
change on the ordinary theory of temperature expansion.
At such a small unit stress as 230 lb. per sq.in. we should
not expect a great time effect. At any rate the effect is
small compared with the time.
Assuming from the above discussion that the effect of time
is too small to be shown in these tests, the time effect was
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neglected in the computations, and in order to inalce the reaultc
as uniform as possible, the average of the load observed before
the series of observations and that after the observations
was used in computing the unit stresses. In T7orXing up the
results of the first test made, that of 2050, the load v.'a3 correct-
ed for each observation by considering that the decrease v;as
uniform during the time of making the observations, and the
unit stress was computed to the nearest five pounds per square
inch for each gauge-line. The variation from the mean in any
one series was so small, rarely over fifteen pounds per square
inch, that in the other tests the average unit stress for the
whole series was used in plotting the results.
11, Com'TDutation of Observations . -The procedure in talcing
and computir^g the readings of a test is explained in the foll07;ing
discussion. Readings were telcen first on two distinct pl&.ces
on the standard bar. Each standard bar was used by one observer
only, hence the two sets of readings are in no vray dependent.
Observations were made on two different places on the standard
bar in succession in order that a check might be obtained on
the readings, and in order to be sure that a difference of the
readirig on the standard bar was due to a change in the instrui:ient
itself and not to an accidental grain of dust or small filing
of iron on the point of the instrument or to some other cause
which might change the reading on the standard bar and not on
the specimen. Care was talcen to clean the points of ^he instru-
ments frequently, but on account of the nature of the test

specimens it \7as difficult to keep foreign particles out of
the holes and off the instruments,
Follov/iriG the observations on the standards, reading's rere
taken on the gau^e-lines on the specimen in the order in which
they appear in the records. 7ilien a lar£;e number of obaervations
Y;ere made, observations 7;ere teken on the standard bar in the
uilddle of the series. In every case both standards ^Tere observed
at the end of a series.
The first set of observations by each observer on his
standard bar was talcen as standard for the test and all other
readings of the test reduced to terms of these observations.
Since differences and not direct quantities T7ere observed,
any quantity might have been chosen for this purpose at will,
and the computed differences would be the same. This observation
was chosen because small corrections result form its use and
because computations could proceed as the test progressed.
The zero readirigs on the gauge-lines were reduced to terms
of the first standard as follows: Each observation on the
standard after a number of observations on gauge-lines on the
specimen was subtracted from the first observation on the same
standard, and the corrections as determined separately from the
two standards averaged. This average correction was divided
by the number of Intervals between the first and last standard
observations, which is the number of observed gauge-lines plus
one, and added with its proper sign to the first uncorrected
zero average. Twice the correction to the first uncorrected
zero average was applied to the second uncorrected zero average,
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three times the correction to the first uncorrected zero avera£;e
to the third, and so on. These operations £;ive the "corrected
zero cveraces".
A load vras then put on the specimen and another complete
series of observations tal^en, which ^ere preceded and folloired
by observations on the standard bar as before. The separate
readings Yrere averaged, called "uncorrected average", and
subtracted from the corrected zero averages giving the "uncor-
rected differences". By subtracting the first standard observa-
tions of this series from the original standard observations of
the first series, the amount of change in the instrument between
the begirining of the test and the beginning- of this series of
observations was determined from the average of the tvvo values
of the change. By subtracting the final standard observations
of this series from the first standard observations of the
first series, the amount of change in the instrument between the
beginnirig of the test and the end of this series was found as
before. The change in the instrument during a series is of
course the difference of the changes after and before. The
"correction" for the first observation v/as found by dividing the
char^ge durir-g a test by the number of intervals and adding this
fraction of the change during a series to the amount of change
between the beginning of the test and the beginning of this
series of observations. The correction for the second observation
was found by adding twice this fraction of the change during
the series, to the change between the begirinir^g of the test and
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the beslnnir^; of this series, and so on for the other readlri^s.
These quantities are called the "corrections". Tlie "corrected
differences" v-ere obtained hy subtracting the "corrections"
from the "uncorrected differences". This subtraction £;ives the
saone result as adding the correction to the uncorrected average
before subtracting from the corrected zero averages, as vjas
done for the zero series, for the uncorrected average 7/as itself
subtracted from the corrected zero average. This operation
has the advantage of giving smaller numbers -ith rhich to deal.
In Table VI on page 33 the process of computing a set of
readir;gs is explained symbolically, the subscript of the
quantity denoting the rounber of the gauge-line on the specimen.
In Table VII on pages 37 and 68 a complete set of readings
and the computations for them are given for one test, and may
be talcen as a sample of the form used in recording the readings
and other data of a test.
The order of the numbered gauge-lines on a specimen vras
such that the two observers 77hile talcing observations on
points in the order of numbering, uere also vrorl-.ing on points
directly opposite each other at all times. Each observer read
the gauge-lines on one side of a specimen. In the beam tests
one observer read the deformations in the steel and one series
of concrete gauge-lines, miile the other read another series
of concrete gs.uge-lines related amor^' themselves but not depend-
ent on the gauge-lines read by the first observer. In xhis Tray
the personal equation is not eliminated durin-g the readings,
but it is kept constant. Y/lien differences are computed the
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personal equation drops out entirely, Avera^jes under these ',
i
conditions probable mean more than if such a distribution of i
worls. v:as not made.
11. Discussion of Deformation Measurements and Their Accuracy .
•
The corrected differences of the readin^^s of the Berry instru-
ment Y:ere expressed in five- thousandths of an inch and in
tenths of this unit. Tliis deformation occurred in a gauged
length of six inches. Therefore, to get unit deformation (inches
per inch), divide the corrected difference by 20000, but since
tenths of the reading unit were expressed, tenths of '
^
•
^'^^^
-th
part are found in the unil deformations. An uncertainty of
one-tenth of a point in the corrected difference made an
uncertainty of 0,000003 in the unit deformation. In the tables
of unit deformations in the bade of the thesis it vj-ill be noticed
that the sixth figure to the right of the decimal point is
either S, 7, or 0, or in other \7ords, that the unit deformation
is expressed in units of 0.00001 and thirds of this unit. But
since the corrected difference of the instnjment Yras f ig-ured to
one-tenth of l/sOOOO-th inch and since there may be an ui'.certainty
of one-tenth of l/cOOOO-th inch in the corrected difference
(expressed in terms of unit deformation), the unit deformation
is uncertain in the sixth place. This uncertainty depends on
the personal equation of the observer Y:ho may keep or discard
halves of the recorded readii^ unit, and on the policy of the com-
puter in Iceeping or dropping fractions of the quantities dealt
T^ith. For instance, a corrected difference of -S.i is a unit
compressive deformation of 0.000103, but in ad;justir^ the readirigs
jI
i
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it Is possible that the result might have been computed either
as -3.2 or -c.O. This may be seen in the sample computations
In Table VII. The unit deformation micht then be 0.000107 or
0.000100. The unit deformation might rell be vrritten
O.OOOIOS ± O.OOOOOo in such a case, or simply 0.00010 if the
thirds of the fifth figure to the right of the decimal point
are ignored. The sixth place to the right of the decimal
point is nevertheless given in the tables and it must be remember-
ed that its significance is only to malce the fifth place more
certain.
We may express the accuracy of deformation measurements in
terms of unit stress. Tliree units in the sixth place of decimals
(0.000005) a.re equivalent to a stress of 6 lb. per sq.in. in
concrete having a modulus of 2 000 000 lb. per sq.in. The
uncertainty, then, is very small, smaller than the uncertainty
of ^eighir-g the load with the testing machine.
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III. EIPERILIEIITAL DATA AIID DISCUSSION.
A. C01.IPRESSI01I SPECILIENS.
15. Procedure of Test . -A xexi dayc before a test, the ends
of the specimen were fitted with a two inch cast iron plate set
in plaster. The gauge-plugs had been previously set and gauge-
holes drilled in them. Tlie expansometer plugs were set after
the specimen v/as in the machine. The expansometers '.7ere adjusted
and the side rods on the jaclc tightened to an even bearing.
The plate on the short vertical arm rested directly on the
weighing table of the machine. The long vertical an:i bore
against a spherical blocl<: attached to the pullir.g head. The
horizontal arms had round ends as described under "S. Description
of Apparatus." irhen all was ready, a series of observations
was made, as described before, and an increment of load applied
slowly. Tlie increment was 15000-lb. in all tests except the
first. Seven points were obtained on the curve, often more
than seven, with increments of this size. T*ne maximum load
reached ?/as recorded after each increment. Jour or five
minutes after the load was applied, its amount was observed and
recorded again. Headings on the expansometers vrere commonly
taXen at the time of the first obt;ervations on the gauge-lines.
It was very difficult to avoid touching the collar or the
thumb-screw of the expansometer while talcing readings between
gauge-holes on opposite sides of it, and the slightest touch
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disturbed the reading materially. To eliminate t; ic ijource of
error, readiiigs vrere taken In most of the tests both before and
after the tierles of observations. If the reading had charged,
no attempt 7:as made to set the pointer to Its orlii;lnal readlnc,
but the change I'^as corrected in the final plotting; of the curves.
On the curve sheets in the bacl^ of the thesis an expansion
curve as actually measured Is drami In full line v:hlle the
adjusted curve Is dotted. Tlie reason for the adjustment Is
evident from the form of the curve itself.
After the maximum load, the craclcs on the specimen v:ere
sl'ietched to scale and a ohotos^'aph v:as talcen of the specimen.
If there 77?.s doubt as to the real maimer of failure a further
deforma' ion irras produced and the performance of the test piece
observed.
The sketches of failures and photographs of some of the
failed specimens appear in the bacX of the boolc,
14. Phenomena of Tests a-:d Failure of Com-oression ST>ecimens.
The phenomena of tests and manner of failure are described in
the followinG- paragraphs. No. 2050, 2051, 2052, 205c, 2054 and
2059 Y^ere tested v/ith equal loads on the Iyjo arms, 2061, 2032
and 2062 were tested with half as great loads on the horizontal
arm as on the vertical arm, and 2071, 2072, and 2073 were tested
with a load on the vertical arm and none on the horizontal arm.
2050 . This specimen was made with the intention of testing
it an early age to acquire slcill in the use of instruments and
to develop the loading apparatus. The first test was not succes
ful for the reason that the two jack systems could not be kept
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In their proper positions. A stress of 050 lb. per sq.in. Y^as
reached and a rramber of series of observations teQcen. The
pieces of flat used to give free ends r/ere but one Inch --ide
and l/s-in. thick. After the first tr^o or three increments of
load the horizontal jacl^ system was raised from its plo.ce on
the frame by the eccentric action of the load. It seems that
the bearing pieces between the arm of the specimen and the ram
were at the center of the cross-section of the arm but not at
the center of the ram. This eccentricity threw the jaclc out
of line. Further loading' developed so great a stress in these
flat pieces that they failed and the jacl^: tipped so f&r out of
line that the plunger bore directly on one side of the plate on
the erid of the sx->eciraen as ~ell as on the flat pieces. The test
was abandoned at this point.
The second test rras made using a testing machine to apply
the vertical load, and a ^jaclc to apply the horizontal load as
before. Some trouble was found in keeping the jad^ from turning
out of line at higher loads as before. The pieces used to pro-
vide free er^s were 1 x s/s-in. in this test, but in the later
tests they were 1-1/4 x s/s-in. Failure occurred by crushing
the longer arms of the specimen. Cracks developed on both long
arms, and two cracks were found on the short horizontal arm.
Small pieces fell from the arms, but no cracks or other marks
were noticed on the cross.
Because of the lack of experience at the time of this
test and since the specimen was considerably younger than the
others tested, it might be well to drop "He results out of the
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avera£,'es from which conclucions are to be dravm.
2051. This specimen was tested in the s&ine manner as 7:ere
the rest of the specimens used in this investigation. The
vertical load was applied with a testinc machine and the hor-
izontal one v/lth a jaclc. Increments of load of ISOOO-lb. rrere
simultaneously applied to the two arms. "Jo craclcs were found
until after a load of 75000-lb. had "been applied and the readings
tal^en. During the application of the next increment of load,
cracKs and splitting were noted on the horizontal orrm aiid
Immediately afterward on the vertical arm. These craclcs did not
exterid to the face of the Intersecting arm, and no craclcs were
found on the short arms. A load of 90000-lu. was applied with
the testirig machine but it rapidly fell off, and before observa-
tions could be made the craclcs mentioned above were formed.
Immediately after failure, the loads were removed and the craclcs
slcetched. The specimen was again loaded ?7lth 60000-lb. In the
horizontal direction and 70000-lb. in the vertical direction.
The long horizontal arm crushed badly, followed by the upper
part of the vertical arm, and then the whole test piece split
apart through the' cross in a plane containing both loads. This
^ould seem to indicate that while the deformation on the cross
was not as great as on the arm, the concrete was nevertheless
in a critical condition and was about to fail by tension due to
expansion perpendicular to the plane of the two loads. The
character of the fracture 7:a.s the same on the arms as on the
cross. It is noticeable that the expansion on the eross is
about twice as great as that on the arm.

7G
20^. The expansometorc v;ere on the horizontal arm and on
the cross. Increments of load of 15000-lb. Yi^Te applied as
before. At 90000-lb. a crack was observed on the horizontal
arm rtu'^nir^ throu£jh the expansometer collar. "Hiile the next
load \7as being applied Ihis craclc opened rapidly, aiid the
expansometer was removed. At 105000-lb. a crack 77as observed
In the bearing plate on the horizontal arm. Possibly this
accounts for the formation of the crack and the rapid expansion
at a load of 90000-lb. -^en the load rras increased to lOSOOO-lb,
the split plate broke with a report and a considerable portion
of the horizontal arm fell off. This is shown by the shadlr-g
in the sketch on page 238. l?Jhlle the vertical load remained,
observations were made on some of the gaioge-lines to determine
the effect on the deformation at the cross of removing the
horizontal load,- This effect is shovm by the dotted lines on
the stress-deformation curves for gauge-lines 9 and 10, page 181.
It is noticed that there is a reversal and that the deformation
becomes tensile when the horizontal load is made zero. This
is In agreement vrith the results of compression specimens
tested with load or. only one arm, and agrees with those results
in amount as well as direction. See the curves for gaioge-
lines 9 and 10 of 2073, page 173. Failure occurred on the
horizontal arm by split': ing, as already described, and on the
vertical arm by general crushing, Tlie cross itself was not
greatly damaged,
2053 . The expansometers were on the horizontal arm and on
the cross as in the test of 2052. It was thought from the
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results of the previous tests that the enlaroed section at the
cross nust have an effect on the deformation, and in the test
of this specimen four additional eai.i£;e- lines were observed.
These were placed parallel to the vertical arm and one Inch
outside the cross on the horizontal arm. See the sketch of the
gauge-lines on page 242. The stress-deformation curves for these
gauge-lines sho^v that the deformation at a distance of one inch
from the vertical arm is reduced to about l/5-th the defoliation
on the cross. This is in agTeement with the results of tests
on compression specimens loaded or: only one arra.
Throughout the test, an observer watched the expansometers
to see if their movement v;as smooth and how soon after loading
they responded to the load. The instrument on the arm responded
quickly, but the one on the cross did not tiovIi well during the
test, Por several increments of load the reading remained the
same. At a unit stress of 1200 lb. per sq.in. the cross
expansometer was disturbed and reset. Expansion readings on
the cross after this indicated that the expansion on the cross
was greater than on the arm, as in the other tests of similar
specimeris. After the GOOOO-lb. load was applied and readings
taken, the vertical load was increased lo 105000-lb. and the
horizontal load increased. The flat pieces used to give free
ends to the arm were so over-stressed that they yielded and the
jack and side rods shifted to one side. The gauge reading
indicated that no further load could be applied, and more pumping
only served to throw the jack more out of line. The horizontal
load was removed and the vertical load applied lo a maximum.
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The cradles which 7-ere noticed at the maxlmLun load opened v/ider
7:hen the jpecimen was further deformed. The horizontal arm
cracked at its ji.mction with the cross, as shown in the sketch,
and fell off. The failed specimen is shown in the photograph
on page 243.
An inspection of the fracture sh07:ed no instances of stone
crushir-g but several cases of mortar pulling away from the
stone. The surface of the specimen was pitted but the interior
was fairly dense.
2054 . This specimen and 2059 were tested to determine
expansion. Uo deformations other '.han expansions were measured.
The expansometers 'vvere on the vertical arm and on the cross,
increments of load of ISOOO-lb. were applied simultaneously to
the two arms. The expansometers were read imaged iately after
the desired load v^as reached, and another increment applied.
At the nominal load of SOOOO-lb. the horizontal load ras re-
moved to chan^'e gauges on the piimp, and the expansometers were
reset after the load had been reapplied. At a vertical load of
133000-Ib. and a horizontal load of lOOOOO-lb. no cracks or
other signs of failure could be found on the specimen, but the
load fell off rapidly. After standing about one minute, duririg
which time the vertical load fell to 113000-lb., more load was
applied. The maximum vertical load v.^as 137000-lb., or 2140
lb. per sq.in. , and the maximum horizontal load was 105000-lb.,
or 1540 lb. per sq.in. Failure occurred in the vertical arm,
showing a distinct splitting and bulging on two opposite faces.
See the sketch on page 248. The horizontal load was not increased
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after 105000-lb. because the small crocsed pieces between the
jaclc and the plate on the end of the specimen had failed, and
additional pumping threw the jaclv out of line.
2059
. The arrangement of expansoraeters and the increments
of load were the same as for 2054. After four increments of
load, the expansometer on the cross had scarcely moved, so it was
disturbed and reset to the same reading. Load was removed from
the horizontal arm and reapplied twice during the test to change
the bearir^g pieces. The maximum vertical load v/as 145000-lb.,
or 2200 lb. per sq.in. and the maximum horizontal load was
142500-lb. or 2200 lb. per sq.in. Failure occurred in the
vertical arm under tha maximian load while the horizontal load
was 10000-lb. lo77er than its maximum. After the vertical arm
had failed, the horizontal load was increased to its maximum
causing general failure in the horizontal arm and a very
noticeable splitting in the plane of both loads. See the
sketches on page 25S.
206 1. Half as great loads were applied to the horizontal
arm as to the vertical one. Increments of 15000-lb. vertical
load were applied as before. The expansometer s were on the
vertical arm and on the cross. Failure occurred by crushing
the long vertical arm. See the sXetch on page 260.- The largest
craclc extended ;iust to the horizontal arm tut did not enter it.
There were no craclcs on the horizontal arm. The maximuur. load
applied to the vertical arm was 120000-lb, which is a unit
stress of 1790 lb. per sq.in.
In order to investigate the effect of the previous test on
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the cross or the specimen, the undamaged arm 'jas tested in
simple compression, using the testing machine for the purpose.
The specimen was centered and then loaded at the speed used in
applying load during the origine.l test. The maximum load carried
by the horizontal arm was 113500-llj., or 1720 lb. per sq.in.
Failure of this arm was caused by the formation of a diagonal
cracls: on the long arm, extendirig from the end to the cross. "Jo
craclcs developed in the cross during either test.
2062 . The expansometers were on the vertical arm and the
cross. Increments of load Y'ere applied as in the test of 2061.
Failure occurred by crushing at the top of the vertical arm.
See the sketch on page 265. The horizontal arm did not develop
any marks during the test. The maximuLi load carried by the
vertical arm was 9S400-lb. , or 1510 lb. per sq.in. The jack
and side rods were removed after the test and the horizontal
arm turned into a vertical position and tested for ultimate load.
No deformations were measured. The load carried was 72500-10.,
or 1130 lb. per sq.in. Failure of this arm occurred by crushing
of the arm above the cross and the formation of a wedge in the
arm. Gome of the cracks extended to the cross and appeared to
enter the cross. V/hen a greater deformai ion was produced, the
specimen fell apart and it was seen that the main crack, aloi:g
which failure occurred, reached from the lop of the lor^- arrj
to the lop of the short vertical arm, passing- through the cross.
The cracks developed in trie seccnd test extended into loth ohe
lor^ and short an>is which were vertical in the first test. Th©
specimen after this second test is shown in Fig. 19, page si.
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2£6i,. while the specimen v;as beirc centered in the machine
and the spherical block lorrered, a load of 75000-lb. war: accident
ally applied lo the vertical arm of Lhe specimen. The expan-
someters rere on the horizontal arm and the cross. Increments
of load iTere the same as for 2061 and 2062. Failure occurred
at the top of the vertical arm at a load of 140000-lb., or
2160 lb. per sq.in. Grades extended to the horizontal arm but
not into it. The undamaged arm was tested and carried a load of"
l50S00-lb., or 2S20 lb. per sq.in. Failure v;as very gradual arid
extended from the top to the bottom of the specimen. The failed
arm dropped off when deforma, ion was increased past tliat at the
ultimate load.
-2071. Sxpansometers --ere on the vertical ann and on the
cross, llo load was applied to the horizontal arm. Increments
of load of 15000-lb. Y/ere applied i.o the vertical arm. The
test was begun on January 11, 1912, and series of observations
at zero load and after the first increment of load were talc en.
DurinG the series at 15000-lb. load, power failed and it was
necessary to postpone the test until the next morning, when
another series of observations at the first load v/as talcen and
the test continued. The effect of leavir^' the specim.en in the
machine over night is discussed under "10. Time Effect of Load."
Failure occurred at a load of 114oOO-lb. , or a unit stress of
1730-lb. A great number of small vertical craclcs formed in the
long vertical arm but these did not reach the cross. VHien the
specimen was further deformed the arm crushed badly but none
of the crachs reached the cross. The horizontal arm was bedded
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In plaster on the ends and tested as before. Failure occurred
at a load of 96400-lb., or 1460 lb. per sq.in. by spllttir^- of
the short arm follov/ed by splitting of the cross and cenereil
crushing below the top of the cross. Apparently the concrete
in the cross was not damaged by the first loading. Failure
started at the bottom and in rising, split the previously
loaded long arm somewhat and craclced the previously loaded
short arm off entirely. Gauge-lines 6 and IG were placed l/2-in.
outside the lines of the vertical arm and parallel to the
vertical arm to determine the distribution of stress and the
distance out on the horizontal arm to which the stress was
carried. The distribution ws.s investigated further in the
tests of 2072 and 2073.
2072 . No expansometers were used in this test. Additional
gauge-lines were observed, as shown in the sketch on page 219.
in order to determine the distribution of deformation, Failure
occurred at a load of 96600-lb,, or a stress of 1400 lb. per
sq.in., by crushing the cross. Grades extended diagonally
across the specimen, through the cross and out into the unloaded
arms. Crushing was first noticed at tlie jimd ion of the two
long arms, as shown in Pig. 20. When the specimen was further
deformed the long horizontal arm. dropped off, the short one
was ready to drop away, and a cone of crushing was formed in
the cross as shown in Fig. 21. The distribution of deformation
on the cross in this test may be seen from the curves of Fig.
22 and 23, pages 8S and 37. Possibly the spherical bloclc failed
to worlc properly and caused an uncertain distribution of load.
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Pig. 21. Compression Specimen 2072 ajTter Failure.
1

Dipth
Strain
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We should, hov/ever, expect the specimen to fail outside the
cross in this instance even though the load was somev/hat eccen-
tric. It is possible too that the specimen T7as damaged in
handling. The stress-deformation curves on the arm (gauce- lines
1, 2, 3, 11, 12, and 12) shOYT that the eccentricity, if any
existed, ivas not great in amount at the lop of !he specimen.
It is possible that there V7s.s an eccentricity at the bottom of
the short vertical arm caused by uneven bedding.
207S. An expansometer T7as placed on the vertics-l arm but
not on the cross. Tlie extra gau^e-lines which 7:ere placed on
2072 were placed on 207c to determine the distribution of
deformation. Failure occurred at a load of 127500-lb. , or 1960
lb. per sq.in.
,
by crushing at the top and diagonally across
the vertical arm. Tlie oracles on one side extended well into the
cross T'hen the specimen was further deformed and reached into
the horizontal arms. See Pig. 24 on page 89. The distribution
of deformation over the cross is shown in Pig. 25 and 26, pages
90 and 91.
15. Stress-Deforraation Relations of Com-oression S-oecimens .-
The stress-deformation diagrams are foiii-.d at the back of the
thesis. A curve is plotted for each gauge-line observed. The
average load is the average of the load at the beginning of the
series of observations and the load at the end of the series.
This average load was divided by the actual area of the arm and
used as the unit stress for the series. The stresses are not
far from the mean at any time during a series of observations,
rarely over 10 lb. per sq.in.

89
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The deformation used In plottir^- a point la the deformation
found from the corrected differences of the readir^cs of the Berry
instrument on this gaiose-line at the particular stress in question.
In all stress-deformation diagr^ims, those for beams and cubes
as T^ell as compression specimens, compressive deformation is
plotted to the right and tensile deformation is plotted to the
left.
In a fev7 instances, irregularities have appeared --hich could
not be readily understood except on the assumption that there
had been an error in reading tne Instrument at the 1 ime of the
test. All computations -.vere ce.refully checlced some tine after
they were made, and the computations of points ^7hich seemed
irregular, often the points of the entire curve r-ere recheclced.
It is felt that the curves shov/ the data exactly as it Y^as
observed. When the irregularity of a point was great it was
often better to disregard it entirely. In such cases a dotted
line is dravm to show the form of the curve used in the further
computations and averages. The full lines show the curve as it
was plotted from the observed data.
No attempt has been made to draw smooth curves for each
individual gauge-line, but straight lines have been drawn
between the plotted points. The actual variations are shown in
this way.
The single stress-deformation diagram for a gauge-line on
both the compression specimens and beams is often not a smooth
curve, but it follows the parabolic form which we would expect.
The stress-deformation diagra:iiis for the cylinders tested are
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uniformly smooth curves
.
An effort to account for this differ-
ence led to the conclusioii that the cylinder curve was smooth
"because tlie deformations at various points on its surface -/.'ere
mechanically averaged by the yoXe arrangement which was used in
testing such specimens. Deformations on the compression
specimens and beams -.vere measured at several points separately
and therefore varied with the nature of the concrete at the
particular part of the test piece considered. Any eccentricity
of loading in the cylinder was not indicated in the resultir^g
curve because of the averaging device, while an eccentricity of
loading on a compression specimen was shown in the series of
computed curves because they gave relations at particular
points on the surface of the specimen.
It would seem probable that failure in a concrete compression
piece occurs progressively, that is to say, first one point
becomes deformed to its ultimate and yields, allowing neighboring
points to come to a fuller loading and they in turn crush and
yield. This phenomenon could occur uimoticed in a cylinder or
other test piece vmere an averaging extensometer is used. Quite
frequently vertical cracl<:s are seen in a cylinder before the
maximuir; load is reached. A gradual or progressive failure could
be noticed if deformations were obtained at particular -:oints.
This point is strikingly brought out in the f ig-ures showing the
distribution of deformation in 2072 and 2073 at the several
stages of the test. See yig. 22, 23, 25 and 26. It is seen
that 2072 was eccentrically deformed but 2073 was axially loaded.
The variation of deformation on the separate gaioge-lines at a
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common stress is significant.
The le:--G'tn of the G2.^^e-line in :.he two cases of the cylinder
and the compression specimens it; perhaps significant. A 10-in.
gauge-line was used on the cylinder and a G-in. ga'^-oO-line was
measured on the test specimens. Concrete is considered as a
homogeneous mixture of cement, sand and stone, so graded that
the smaller particles of the aggregate \7ili substantially fill
the voids between the larger particles, and the cement will
also fill the voids between the smaller and meQce a dense,
homogeneous mass. V/eii-mlxed concrete approaches these require-
ments and behaves more or less as a homogeneous material v.-hen con-
sidered as a whole. But when such a short gaiige-line as 6-in.
is used and averages are not talcen, it is easy to see that the
presence or absence of one or two pieces of the coarse aggregate
in this region Trould affect the stress-deformation curve. ^Jhen
a 10-in. gau$e-line is used and an average of several deforma-
tions is produced mechanically, the effect of a fev7 pieces of
aggregate is not so marlced.
A noticeable feature is that the average of these individual
curves drawn for gaijge-lines distributed around the surface of
the specimen gives a smooth curve in every case, both at the
region under two compressions and on the arms of the specimen
where simple compression exists. An average curve is made from
at least four single stress-deformation curves, and often from
as many as eight or twelve, by averaging the individual deforma-
tions on the gauge-lines distributed around a specimen at a
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certain unit stress, and olottinc these averace deformations.
Tables of the values used in -plotting these avera^'e curves
appear in the data in the back of the book.
This discussion accounts in a measure for the appearance of
some of the dia^'rams which mi£,'ht be considered as unsatisfactory.
The interpretation of the- data and all conclusions arc based
on average curves.
Three compression specimens
-ere tested v/ith load on only
one of the arms to determine the effect of the enlarged section
at the cross on the unit deformation and on the apparent initial
modulus of elasticity. The results are shovm in the average
curves of these specimens, 2071, 2072, 207c, ?ig. 27, 2S and 2G,
pases 96, 97 and 98. The curves of average deformation on the
arm ^nd on the cross are similar in form but the deformation on
the cross is less than on the arm at any definite load.
Consider the curves shoi-Ting the distribution of vertical
deformation across the horizontal arms of the specimens, Pig.
22, 23, 25 and 25. The enlarged section at the cross decreases
the deformation and from these distribution curves somethirig of
the amount of reduction can be learned. If ^7e fig-ure the area
under the highest curve, which is the curve showing the distribu-
tion at the highest load, \'re find that the area within the vertical
lines of the arm is, in the four cases, 0,83, 0.90, 0.87, and
0.86 of the total area. These average 0,87. Choosirjg another
set of curves, say the ones at the third increment of load, and
figuring the areas as before, 7;e get 0.87, 0.09, O.SO and 0.79
of the total area under the cxirve is within the vertical lines
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of the arm. These averace 0.84. We may cay from these numbers
that the deformation on the cross Is reduced to from 0.87 to
0.S4 01 the deformation on the arm as determined from the
curves showins the distribution of deformation.
In test piece 2071 the ratio of the unit deformation on
the cross to that on the arm f7hen determined from the stress-
deformation relations at the several loads varied from 0.79 to
0.S2 and averaged 0.80 for the test. The separate values are
given for each 200 lb. per sq.in. increment of stress on the ric;ht
hand margin of the sheet of average curves, Pig. 23.
In test piece 2072 the ratio of deformation on the cross
to that on the arm vzas 0.88 after the first increment of load
but, unlike the relation in the other t7;o similar pieces, it
rose to 0.98, 1.00, 1.05, 1.16, and 1.38 at stresses of 400,
600, 800, 1000 and 1200 lb. per sq.in. Failure occurred at the
center of the test piece at a much lo?^er stress than the others.
This specimen may have been eccentrically loaded but the ileforma-
tions on the gauge-lines on the arm (1, 2, S, 11, 12 and IZ
)
seem to show decidedly ths.t it was not eccentrically loaded.
See these curves on page 170. It is felt that the concrete in
this specimen m.ust have been injured in some way before the
test and that the increased unit deformation at the center
was abnormal. This opinion is strengthened by two facts: (1)
that in all other specimens tested the ratio of the deforma.ion
on the cross to that on the arm was practically a constant for
all stresses, while the variation in 2072 was over 60 per cent.,
and (2) that in all other specimens tested, the deformation at
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Table vni.
Compression >3pecimen5 2071, 2072
,
V3
^Ljnnmony of Ratios of Defornnat i on> om the,
Cr-oas to Defornnot»on on the Arm.
V-/ ri 1 T
x5tre5s
Defomnation on Cross
De-formation on Arm
AV. la 073 Averoae
I800
leoo
I400 .79 .84 .6Z
.5Z 1.35 .84 .83 ).OI
1 ooo •81 1.16 .84 .63 .94
aoo .60 I.05 .84 .90
aoo .80 I.OO .64 .66
.79 .98 .84 .67
zoo .79 .86 .84 .8Z .64
Average .80 1.07 .64 .6Z .59
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the cross was less than on the ann by a practically constant
proportion even thouGh failure occurred in the crosc of the
specimen. The very strilcin^," uniformity 01 the results of tests
of 2071 and 2073 add '-eight to this conclusion.
In 2073 the ratio of the unit deformation on the cross to
that or. the arm as detei^mined from the curves of average deforma-
tion was 0,84 for every separate increment of load throughout
the test. Such close agreement of results among themselves
gives confidence in the method of obtaining results,
A summary of the ratios derived from results of these three
tests is shown in Table VIII. The columns marked "Deformation
on Cross/Deformation on Arm" give the average of the ratios at
the unit stress noted in the column manned "Unit Stress". The
line of averages at the bottom of the page gives the average for
each compression specimen at all stages of the test.
The mean of all these averages is 0.S9 for all three tests
including the results of 2072 which are thought to be abnormal.
Considering only specimens 2071 and 2073 the conclusion is that,
for the shape of specimen considered, the unit deformation on
the cross is 0,82 of the unit deformation on the arm.
Four compression specimens v/ere tested vrith equal compression
on the two arms to determine the effect of the enlarged section
at the cross and the effect of two equal stresses at right angles
on the unit deformation and on the apparent initial modulus of
elasticity. The results are shovrn in the averaged curves of
2050, 2051, 2052 and 2053, Fig. 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34 on pages
102, 103, 104, 105 and 106.
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At an age of 50 days, corapresclon apeclnen 2050 vrac loaded to
aboul. 950 lb. per sq.in.
,
and the test discontinued. The results
of this preliminary test v;ere computed and it was foiind that they
were consistent although they show a smaller ratio of deformation
on the cross to deformation on the arm than the later three
tests. The ratio of deformation on the cross to that on the arm
averaged 0.54 during the test. The difference between this and
the values obtained from specimens 2051, 2052 and 2053, tested
approximately 70 days after they were made, may perhaps be
accounted for by the difference in age. Two days after the
first test, specimen 2050 was loaded again with a different
arrax:igement of apparatus. The results of the second test are
shown in Fig. SI. The rather high values of 0.70 and 0.79 for
the ratio of deformation on the cross to that on the arm in the
first two stages of the second test of 2050 may have been due
partly to Lhe earlier test. The apparent initial modulus of
elasticity of concrete is usually increased ?:hen a piece is
tested after having been previously loaded, vjhile the stress-
deformation relations at stresses higher than those reached by
the preliminary tests are not changed. This is brought out in
Bulletirxs 4 and 10 of the University of Illinois Engineering
Experiment Station. The apparent initial modulus of elasticity
is foixnd in both cases from the experimental stress-deformation
curve and it must be remembered that t-'.e zero readings of the
later test are not those of the first test by the amount of the
set produced by the first loading, and that the origin of the
stress-deformation curve is changed in the second trial. At
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least a part of the difference must have been the result of a
different method of applying the load and lack of experience in
deallnj v^ith test specinona of this sort.
The average ratio of deformation on the cross to deformation
on the arm for the complete second test of 2050 made tvo days
after the first, is 0.74. The separate ratios at each increment
of load do not vary greatly from the mean. It would probably
be T^ell to drop the results of tests of this preliminary specimen,
but the average of the two tests is the same as the average of
the three later tests and it is of no consequence whether they
are dropped or kept.
In comprossion specimen 2051 the ratio of the unit deforma-
tion on cross to that on the arm, as determined from the stress-
deformation curves, varied from 0.S2 to 0.S9 and averaged 0.63
for the test. The very small variation of this ratio with the
stress at loads higher than the first 11. evident.
The values of the ratio of the deformation on the cross to
the deformation on the arm of 2052 varied from 0.78 to O.GO,
which is a greater variation than is found in the other specimens
of this kind, Tlie average for the test was 0.69.
The test of 2053 indicated that the compressive deformation
on the cross varied from 0.64 to 0.78 times that on the arm,
and averaged 0.68 for the test.
A summary of the ratios of the deformation on the cross
to the deformation on the arm as found in these tests is given
in Table IX. Averages have been computed at each 200 lb. per
sq.in. of stress and also for the entire test of each specimen.

Table IX
Connpneasiom Specinnens 205Q 2 051,2.052. and 20S3
Sonnnnor-y of Rq+ios of D efornnai- lom or-> the
Cro53 to Deformation on the Arm.
^ni t
>5t ress
D eformofi on on Cross
Defomnotion on Arm
£1 Oo 1 2 Oo2 2055 AAverage
I80O
leoo
I400 .62 .64 .65
(200 .70 ,62 .60 .64 .64
lOOO
.60
.76 .65 .64 .64 -65
aoo
.54
.75 .63 .66 .65 .65
eoo
.55
.78 .62 12. ,66 .66
-400
.55
.79 .62 .76 .7 1 .69
200
.67
.78 .69 .78 .78 .74
Averqge
58
.74 .e>3 .69 .68 .66
I
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The Grand average of these gives the result that, for the shape
of L'peclmen tested, the unit deformation on the portion of the
specimen under two equal stresses, i.e. the cross, is 0.66 of
the unit deformation on the portion of the specimen under one
stress of the same intensity, the arm.
If we assume that the relation of the enlarge^l section at
the cross to the reduction in the unit deformation on the crocs
is the same when a specimen is tested under one load as when it
is tested under two equal loads, we can deduce a relation between
the unit deformation of any specimen loaded in tv;o directions
with equal loads and the unit deformation which would occur if
the same specimen were loaded with one of these same loads, as
follows: From the average of all specimens loaded with two equal
compressions we have that the unit deformation at the center of
the specimen is 0,66 of the deformation on the arm, and from the
average of all specimens tested with one compression, we have
(Table VIII) that the unit deformation on the cross of the specime
is 0.89 of the unit deformation on the arm. The quotient of these
ratios, O.GG/o.89 or 0.74, is the relation between the unit
deformation on the cross and that on the arm with the effect of
the shape of specimen eliminated. In other words, when a portion
of concrete is loaded in two directions perpendicular to each
other, the unit deformation in each direction is 0.74 of the
unit deformation which would occur if the same portion of concrete
were loaded with one of these loads. If --e drop the results
of 2072 and use the average of the specimens which failed normally.
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we have that the unit deformation on the cross is 0.G6/0.82 or
O.SO of the deformation on the arm. The deformation is reduced
to 80 per cent of that on the arm instead of the value of 74 per
cent obtained by considering 2072 in ••;ith the results of 2071
and 2073. The value of 0.80 seems the more probable one because
it is talcen from the results of specimens v/hich failed normally.
Three compression specimens were tested T7ith half as great
compression on one arm (the horizontal one) as on the other arm
to determine the effect on the unit deformation and the apparent
initial modulus of elasticity of this loading, Tlie results are
shown in the average curves for compression specimens 2061,
2062 and 2063 in Pig. 35, 36 and 37, pages 112, 115 and 114-.
The relatio2is found on the arm under the greater load will
be discussed first, followed by those found on the arm under the
smaller one.
The average unit deformation on the cross of 2061 meas^ored
parallel to the line of action of the greater load varied from
0.75 to 0.79 of the unit deformation measured on the arm under
the greater load, and averaged 0.77 for the test.
In compression specimen 2062 the ratio of deformation on
the cross to that on the arm wPtS found to vary from 0.35 to
0.92 with but one exception. The average for the test was 0.87.
In specimen 2063 the ratio of deformation on the cross to
that on the arm under the greater load varied from 0,76 to 0.84
and averaged 0.80 for the test. A suimriary of the ratios commuted
from the results of these three tests is given in the upper part
of Table X, page 115.
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Table X.
Compressior-» Specinner^s 2.061,2.062.^20^3
Summary of Ratios of Defornoation the
Cross to Defo^mQtior^ oo the Arnn
DefornnQiion on Cross
Sfress
^OC> 1 2.062 2063 Avera^ e
)600 TO
1 4 00
. / o
. / O
lEOO 77
1 GOO
.O i
600
.OO
600 •
400
.OO
aoo
•Ow
/\ver<3jge .77 .©7 .60
.81
600
.31 .35 .33
aoo .26
.29
400
.28 .3 9 .29
aoo O .37 .38
.25
Average .20 .30 .36 .29
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Averacen of the results of all three tests at each 200 lb.
per sq.in. increment of stress have been calculated as xrell as
the averages for the 77hole of each test. The grand average
elves the result that the unit deformation in the line of action
of the greater load at the portion of the test piece subject to
two perpendicular compressions, one compression half as great
as the other, is 0.81 of the unit deformation on the arm under
the greater compression. Assuming, as in the case of comparison
betvreen compression specimens stressed in only one direction
and compression specimens stressed equally in tiro directions,
that the effect of the enlarged section is the same v;hen tT70
stresses are present as when only one is present, ne get the
result that the presence of the smaller compression reduces
the unit deformation on the cross, measured in the direction of
the greater compression, to O.Gl/o.89 or 0.91 of the unit
deformation on the arra under the greater load. If -e talce 0.82
as the final value of the ratio obtained from specimens 2071
and 207c only, ~e get the result that the effect of tr:o compres-
sions, v;hen one is half as great as the other, is to decrease
the unit deformation on the cross to 0.01/0.82 or 0.99 of the
unit deformation on the arm of the specimen. In either case,
the effect of this smaller compression on the stress-deformation
relations perper^dicular to it is not great, probable not greater
than that of the increo-sed section only.
ITow consider the effect of the greater compression on the
deformation along the line of action of the smaller one. The
deformation on the cross averaged 0,20 as great as the deformation
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on Ihe arm for the test of 20S1, O.oO for the test of 20C2 and
0.36 for the test of 206c. The per cent of variction of the
qualities entering into these averace ratios was greater than
the variation of the separate ratios on the more highly stressed
arm, but the agreement is quite good alcove a stress of 200 lb.
per sq.in. These ratios are shown in the lower part of Tahle X,
page 115. As before, averages are computed at a certain unit
stress for all three tests and for each test at all stresses.
The grand average of these gives the result that v-hen a compress io
specimen is loaded with two compressions at right arigles, one
compressive stress being half as great as the other, the unit
deformation on the cross measured along the line of action of
the smaller load is 0.2G of the unit deformation on the arm
under the smaller load. Eliminating the effect of the enlarged
section as before, this becomes 0.2G/0.82 or 0.25 of the deforma-
tion on the arm.
The effect of the smaller stress on the deformation produced
by the larger one is negligible, but the effect of the larger
stress on the deformation produced by the smaller one is to
reduce it to about one-third of its normal value.
On a portion of concrete bi-axially loaded, one load half
as great as the other, the unit deformation measured along the
line of action of the smaller load does not, in the light of
these tests, give an adequate idea of the stresses.
Ifodulus of elasticity . The modulus of elasticity, or rather
the apparent initial modulus of elasticity on the cross is
changed in somewhat t/:e same manner as is the unit deformation.
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For convenience, all the moduli of compression specimens are
tabulated in Table XI, pa£je 119. Tlie modulur: of the control
cylinder is included in the table but the aG'i'eemenl between the
values obtained from the compression specimens and from these
cylinders is not close. In general the cylinder gave a higher
modulus. Perhaps the fact that the cylinders were made on end
and the compression specimens on their sides may have influenced
the modulus. The fact that the cylinders v/ere stored in damp
sand while the compression specimens were stored in the open
air and sprirlcled frequently may have a bearing on the modulus
of elasticity.
Referring to the compression specimens it is seen that the
modulus on the cross is always higher than on the arm. The
modulus of elasticity on the cross of 2071 is 1.26 times fne
modulus on the arm, For 2072 the modulus on the cross is 1.18
times that on the arm and for 2073 it is I.IG times the modulus
on the arm. Tlie average gives the result that, with compression
specimens loaded on only one arm, the modulus of elasticity on
the cross is 1.21 times as great as the modulus on the arm.
The modulus on the cross of 2050 is i.23 Limes the modulus
on the arm. On the cross of 2051 'he modulus is 1.64 tines that
on the arm, on the cross of 2052 it is 1.30 times that on the
arm and on the cross of 2053 it is 1.20 tines that on the arm.
Averagirig and neglecting 2050, v^e have that the modulus on the
cross is 1.38 times as great as on the arm of compression
specimens loaded with two equal loads.
If we assume, as was done in the consideration of the ratio
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Table XI.
MODULI OF ELASTICITY OP COl.IPIiESSION SPKC IIIEIIS
.
Ivlanner of Loading
Ivfodulus of
Elasticity
of S-in.
Cylinder
Llodulus of
Elasticity
of
Vertical
Arm
i.lodulus of
Elasticity
of Cross
E,a
E, E,
2050
2051
2052
2053
2061
2062
2063
2071
2072
2073
Equal Loads on Arms
do.
do.
do.
Half as Great Load
on Horizontal Arm
as on Vertical Arm
do.
do.
Vertical Arm Only
Loaded
do.
do.
2 440 000
2 460 000
2 480 000
2 280 000
2 500 000
2 100 000
2 590 000
2 300 000
2 100 000
2 590 000
1 740 000
1 600 000
1 960 000
2 330 000
2 980 000
2 020 000
2 400 000
2 OSO 000
2 240 000
1 820 000
2 140 000 (1.23 }
2 620 000
2 550 000
2 840 000
AV.
3 900 000
2 240 000
2 840 000
Av
2 620 000
2 640 000
2 170 000
Av
1.64
1.30
1.31
1.11
1.18
1.20
1.26
1.18
1.19
1.21
I
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of the deformation on the cross to the deformation on the arm,
that the effect of the enlarged section on the modulus of elas-
ticity is the same T7hether one load or t^^ loads are applied,
we can eliminate the effect of the shape of specimen. "le have,
then, that the modulus of elasticity of concrete is l.S0/i.21
or 1.14 times as great under the action of two equal compressive
stresses at right angles as under one compressive stress. This
agrees in sense Trith the effect of t\70 compressive stresses on
the unit deformation but the average unit deformation is
decreased a greater amount than the initial modulus of elasticity
is increased.
This follows from the fact that the reduction in unit deforma-
tion is computed for all stresses, while the modulus of elasticity
is the initial modulus and is computed from the data obtained at
low loads. Prom Table VIII, p3^'elOO,we have the result that,
under simple compressive loading, the deformation on the cross
of a compression specimen at a stress of 200 lb. per sq.in. is
0,84 of the deformation on the arm if we consider 2072, and it
is 0.82 of the deformation on the arm if we neglect 2072. From
Table IX, pagelOD,we have the result that, under bi-axial
loading with equal loads on the tv;o arms, the deformation on the
cross of a compression specimen at a stress of 200 lb. per sq.in.
is 0.74 of the deformation on the arm. Eliminating- the effect
of the shape of the specimen as usual, we have the result that
at 200 lb. per sq.in., the deformation of the concrete under
bi-axial loading with equal loads in tv/o directions perpendicular
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to each other ic 0.74/0. S4 Qr 0.80 or the deformation which
roulci occur under sinrple loading Ileclecting 2072 we have 0.74/
0.82 or 0.90. \7hen the dei'ormation is reduced to 0.00 or 0,90
by bi-axial loadir^:^ conditions, we expect the modulus of elss-
ticity at low loads, i.e., the initial modulus of elasticity,
to be increased to l/o.SO = 1.14 or l/0.90 = 1.11 of its value
under simple loading conditions. These results, computed for
the lov; loadc only, agree with the value of 1.14 found by
drawing tangents to the stress-deformation curves.
The form of the stress-deformation curve for concrete under
bi-axial loading seems to indicate that the loading conditions
stiffen the concrete near failure and mal^e the stress-defomation
curve more nearly a straight line.
V/hen one compressive stress is half as great as the other,
and considering deformations parallel to the arm under the greater
load, we find that the modulus of elasticity of the cross is
increased to 1.51 times the modulus on the arm in the test of
2061, 1.11 times in the test of 20G2 and 1.18 times in the test
of 2033. The average of these ratios of increase is 1.20.
Eliminating the effect of the shape of specimen we find that the
modulus of elasticity of the concrete in the cross is I.20/I.2I
or 0.99 times as great as on the arm. TJith the modulus, as well
as with the unit deformation, the presence of a compressive
stress half the size and at right arugles to the stress considered
does not seem to have an effect.
Ex'oansion . The expansion curves have been plotted together
in Pig. 50, page 122. Specimens 2051, 2052 and 2054 indicate
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that the expansion on the oross, caused by equal loc.dc; at ri^ht
angles, is greater than the expansion on the arm subject to
one of th^.se loads. Specimens 205c and 2059 apparently contradict
the statement, but some of the features of the expansion-stress
line and the conditions of the test are v;orth consideration. In
the test of 2053 the expansometer on the cross did not \7orh vrell,
as mentioned on page 77. IThen disturbed and reset, the expan-
someter indicated an expansion on the cross i^hich vras i^-reater than
on the arm, and the test of 2055 agrees with Lhe others mentioned
above. In the test of 2059 the expaiision on the cross is very
small indeed; the expansion did not change by more then 0.000004
for the v/hole test. Clearly, this result can not be true arid
vie may conclude from the tests of 2051, 2052, 2053 and 2054
that the expansion on the cross is greater than on the arm.
Conclusions as to the relative amounts of the tYio expansions can
not be drawn from such meager data.
16. Effect of Test Conditions . The shape of the compression
specimen used in this stud/ is unusual and '.vould not be found
in a structure. Results Trhich deper-d in any way on the shape
of such a specimen V70uld be of little value.
However by loading compression specimens in one direction
the effect of the shape of specimen under simple loading was
determined. The final statement of results is made without
reference to tine form of the specimen because this has been
eliminated. The simple statement that the unit deformation on
the cross of a compression specimen with equal loads on the two
arms is 0,66 of the unit deformation on the arm, is not in Itself
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Important. But vrhen we knov.' that the unit defomation on the cro
of a compression specimen tested rith load on one arm is 0.82
of the deformation on the arm, we can combine these two results
and say, as was stated ir. the discussion of stress-deformation
relations, that the unit compressive deformation of a -portion of
concrete bi-axially loaded with equal loads is 0.66/0.82 or 0.80
of the deformation which would he produced if this same portion
of concrete were simply loaded with one load of the same size
as each of the two. This last statement contains no reference
to the compression specimen. II. is independent of the shape of
the specimen and might "be interpreted as applying to a portion
of concrete on the compressive face of a flat sl-:i"b floor. The
stress in a flat slab floor is bending and not direct compression
but there appears to be no reason why the result should not be
applicable to a compression produced by bending as well as to one
produced by purely compressive loading.
Actually the result does apply to bending, as will be broiJight
out in the discussion of crossed beams. Crossed beams gave the
result that the deformation under equal bi-axial loads is 0.78 of
the deformation under simple loading of the same intensity,
while the tests of compression specimens gave this ratio as 0^80.
The shape of the specimen has also been eliminated from the
final statement of the effect of bi-axial loading on the initial
modulus of elasticity.
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B. CROSSED BEAI.I3.
ly.,, Phenoiut^na of Tests and Failure of Cro^aed Beajns .
-The
preparations for a test of a crossed beam are described under
"8. Description of Apparatus." The ends v^ere on rollers and
T7ere free as the ends of a simple beain.
gPOI. Increments of load of lOOOO-lb. v;ere applied in this
test. The usual cracKs on the tension side of the beam appeared
at a load of 40000-lb. At 90000-ib. diagonal oracles T7ere
noticed on all arms. While the load was bein^ increased to
lOOOOC-lb., thei-.e cracKs widened and the load started to fall
off. More purapiiis widened the craclcs but the load could not be
made to pass lOOOOO^lb. Failure occurred by diagonal tension
which may have been combined with slipping of the rods. A
small area of crushiFig ws.s noticed just outside one load point.
The area of crushing is cross-hatched on the beam and the
diagonal craclcs on two arms are marked on the photograph in
Fig. 7, page S9.
2002
. Increments of load of 20000-lb. were applied up to
60000-lb. load, and increments of 10000-lb. load at higher
loads. Tension craclcs appeared at 20000-lb., and at 40000-lb.
cracl«:s were formed on the lines of intersection of the vertical
faces of the two beams. Diagonal tension craclcs appeared on all
arms at GOOOO-lb. load and these widened at each higher load.
Failure occurred by diagonal tension combined with tension in
the steel. More pumping after the maximum load of 97000-lb. only
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served to widen the craclcs. IMtnilnG T^as stopped and 'he load
fell slowly to 72500-lb., where It remained for some time. Some
observations
-vere made on steel gaioge-lines to see if the elastic
limit had been passed. Load was removed entirely and obcerva-
tions made on steel gauee-lines to determine the set. On the
stress-deformation diasrams in the bade of the thesis, the obser-
vations at a load of 72500-lb. and eJTter the load had been remov-
ed are plotted and connected by dotted lines to the other points
on the curves. See page 201.
^.Q0.?.» Some additional eauge-lines were observed on this
crossed beam to determine more accurately how far compression
extended out into the enlarged section at the cross and how
rapidly this compression fell off. It was thought that the
compression fell off more rapidly than was indicated by the
stress-distribution diagrams of 2001 and 2002. It was found that
this was the case. See the stress-distribution diagrams in
Pig. 39, 40 and 41. Increments of load of 15000-lb. were applied.
Diagonal craclcs formed in two adjacent arms at 71000-ib. load.
These widened rapidly and failure occurred at 75000-lb. by
diagonal tension in one arm, probably accompanied by slipping
of the bars. This specimen carried less load than the two other
similar specimens, but its behavior was the same as the others
at equal loads. See the photograph of failure shown as Pig. 8
on page 40.
18. Stress-Deformation Relations of Crossed Besms . -The
crossed beams were tested to determine the effect of the presence
of t7:o bending actions upon the unit deformation and initial
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moduluG of elasticity at the center of the cross. Ilo speciraens
rere tested as simple beams on tv.o supports to determine the
effect of the intersectine beam, but enoug-h eatige-lines v:ere
observed to determine the distribution of deformation alon^ the
center line of a beam and from a diagram showing the distribution
of deformation a factor showing the effect of the enlarged section
may be arrived at by the following considerations: Prom ]7ig.
39, 40 and 41, pages 127, 128 and 129 it may be seen that the
enlarged section has a small effect on the action of the inter-
secting beam. The drav/ing at the top of each f ignare sho7;s the
position of the gauge-lines on the compression face of the
specimen. Across the bottom of the page a line of zero deforma-
tion is drawn and deformations on the several gau^e-lines are
plottedfrom it directly under the gauge-line as sQ^etched at the to
compression upward and tension dovmward. Lines are drawn
co'nnectii^ points obtained by plotting unit deformations computed
from, a series of observations at a given load. The distribution
of deformation across the test piece is brought out by these
slcetches. The compressive deformation on the cross, measured
parallel to the center line of one beam, is reduced to zero
within three inches of the vertical sides of this beam. In
other words, the enlarged section at the cross has no effect
three inches from the boundaries of the cross, and between the
bo-undaries of the cross and the place on the arm at which the
enlarged section has no effect, the defomation falls off very
rapidly.
At the highest load the area betv/een the zero line and the
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curve, and outside the lines of the intersectins beajn is 0.123
of the area inside the lines of the intersectinr; beam and between
the zero line and the curve showiiog the distribution of deforma-
tion across the beam for 2001; 0.200 for crossed beam 2003;
and 0.103 for crossed beam 2003. AveraginG, we have that the
area outside the lines of the intersecting beam and under the
line showing the distribution of deformation over the beam is
0.145 of the area inside the lines of the beam and under the
distribution curve. (The curves showing the distribution of
deformation for compression specimens 2072 and 2073, Pig. 22,
23, 25 and 26, show that the area under the distribution curve,
at the highest load, and outside the lines of the intersecting
prism is 0,13 of the area inside the lines of the compression
specimen and under the distribution curve. ; Prom this distribu-
tion of deformation it would seem that the deformation which
would occur on the cross if the specimen were tested as a simple
beam would be 1.00 - 0.145 or 0.855 of the deformation on the
arm of the test piece. This value agrees well Yrlth the one found
for the effect of enlarged section in the compression specimens.
Individual stress-deformation diagrams for each gauge-line
m.ay be found among the curves in the bade of the boolc. Unit
deformation is plotted as the abscissa and load on the specimen
as the ordinate. The curves of average deformation for both
arm and cross are plotted for each beam. In these curves the
average meas'ored deformation is plotted as the abscissa and the
computed fiber stress, obtained as explained in "20. Comparison
of Measured and Computed Results", is plotted as the ordinate.
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See these curves Tor 2001, 2002 and 2003, TUj. ao, 45 and 44.
These curves are quite similar in fonn to those of the compression
specimens. The ratio of the unit defonnation on the cross to
that on the arm averased 0.69 for 2001, 0.56 for 2002, and 0.32
for 2003. A suir^nary of these ratios for all stresses and all
specimei-.s is s'iven in Table XII. As in the similar tables,
averages are computed for each test at all stresses and for each
200 lb. per sq.in. increment of stress for the three tests.
The grand average of these furnishes the result that the unit
deformation on the cross of a crossed beam is 0.67 of the unit
deformation on the arm.
Acceptir^' the result derived above that the enlarged section
alone would reduce the deformation to 0.855 of that on the arm,
we have that the effect of the two compressions rhen the shape
of the test piece is eliminated is to reduce the deformation
to 0.67/0.855 or 0.78 of that on the arm. We may then say that
the unit deformation of a portion of concrete sub;iected to two
equal bending stresses at right angles is reduced to 78 per cent
of the unit deformation which v/ould occur by the action of one
of these stresses.
Modulus of Elasticity. Tlie relation of the apparent iiiitir.l
modulus of elasticity on the cross to the modulus of elasticity
on the arm is very much the same as the relation between similar
quantities found on the compression specimens. See the summary
sheet of Table XVI on page 147.
The modulus on the cross of 2001 is 2 760 000, or 1.31 times
the modulus of 2 100 000 on the arm. The modulus on the cross of

Table XII
Crossed Beanna 2.00(, ZOOE, a003.
3\unnr)ncxr-y of Ratios of D efor rr-»a tioo on the
Cross fo Defomnafiori oo the Arm.
Unit
5t ress
Defbmnation on Cross
Defornnation on Arm
:p r\ 1 2 O 03 /av© rag e
1600
I600
MOO .65
.5A .60
I2.00 .65 .55
• 7Z .e>4
lOOO .66
-56 .77 .66
aoo
.ri .56 .SO .63
aoo .71 .56 .70
AOO .73 .69 .73
z oo .75 .57 .75
Average .69 .56 .8Z .67
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2002 is 2 920 000, or 1.66 times the modulus of 1 760 000 on
the arm. The difference between the two in this test seems
larce but not unreasonably so -rtien compared with i.he compression
specimens. The modulus on the cross of 2003 is 2 240 000, or
1.11 times the modulus of 2 020 000 found on the arm. The
average gives the result that the modulus on the cross of a
crossed beam is 1.36 times the modulus on the arm. It will be
remembered that the modulus on the cross of a compression
specimen is 1.38 times the modulus on the arm. The close agree-
ment between these two results obtained under such widely differ-
ing conditions of testing seems notev/orthy.
The agreement between the results of the compression
specimens and those obtained from crossed beams has been close
in each of the several comparisons which have been made. If we
may assume that the enlarged section at the cross affects the
moduli of elasticity of a specimen approximately the saxxie amount
whether the test piece in question is a compression specimen or
a crossed beam, an interesting result is deduced. It was found
that the enlarged section at the cross of a compression specimen
increased the modulus on the cross to 1.21 times the modulus on
the arm. It appears then that the action of two equal bending
stresses on a portion of concrete increases its apparent initial
modulus of elasticity to 1.56/1.21 or 1.12 times what it would
be if the same portion Tiere acted upon by one of these bending
stresses.
Again it is noticed that the modulus of elasticity is in-
creased, but not as much as the decrease of deformation for the
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vhole specimen iMicates. The decrease of derogation hac been
computed for the whole test, while Ihe initial modulus of
elasticity applies to the first sts^^es of loadinc. The decrease
of deformation at low loads should agree with the increased
modulus, and it is found that it does. From Tabic XII, page
136 we have the result that the deformation on the cross at
200 lb. per sq.in. is 0.75 of that on the arm. Prom page 131
we set that the effect of increase of section is 0.855.
Eliminatir^* the effect of shape of specimen we have the result
that the unit deformation of concrete bi-axially loaded with
two equal bei'xding stresses perpendicular lo each other and at
200 lb. per sq.in. is 0.75/0. 355 or 0.88 of the deformation
which would occur at this stres. under simple loadirjg. ^^e should
expect the initial modulus of elasticity to be increased to
1/0.88 or 1.14 times the value obtained under simple loading.
The value of 1.12, obtained by drawing:; tangents to ".he
stress-deformation curves, agrees with the above conclusion.
The same discrepancy between the values of the modulus of
elasticity obtained from the control cylinder and from the arm
of a crossed beam is noticed as v;as noticed with compression
specimens. The position in which the specimens were made and
the conditions of storage may be significant.
19. Effect of Tes t Conditions .-The cro::sed beams were designed
to fail in compression, and the deformation indicates that a
high compressive stress was developed although the beams actually
failed in diagonal tension. The effect of the shape of specimen
is not as well established for crossed beams as for compression
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specimens 'oecause no tests v/ere made on crossed beains resting
on two supports. The distribution of deformation over the cross
of the specimen was so similar to the distribution on a compres-
sion specimen, both in form and In the distance from the cross
to v;hich deformation was transferred, and the part of the load
carried by the cross, as indicated by the area under the curve
showing the distribution of defomiation, was so nearly the same
on the crossed beam as on the compression specimen that exactly
similar methods of eliminating the shape of the specimen itself
have been used. Tlie same methodo have been applied to eliminate
the effect of section on the modulus of elasticity.
As wdiS done in the discussion of compression specimens,
the final results have been stated in terms which do not depend
at all on the shape of the test piece. The effect of the shape
of test piece has been eliminated.
The remarlcable agreement of the results obtained under
different conditions of testing, has already been pointed out.
20. Cora'oarison of Measured and Computed Results . -Tlie theoret-
ical stresses in the arms of the three beams at each load -ere
computed by the ordinary formulas and sumiuarized in Tables
XIII, xrv and X7, pages 140, 141 and 142. It was assumed that
one-fourth of the load was carried by each reaction, and the
moment was computed for a sir^gle arm. Prom the curves of average
deformation on the arm a value of "q" called the "computed
value of q" was deduced on the assumption that the ultimate
deformation of the concrete in the beam was about the same as
that in the control cylinder. The value of "q" used in computlirif^


Table XIII.
MEASURED AKD COMPUTED QUAl^TITIES, 8001
Load Moment Computed
Value or
Value of
used In
Computed Measured
k J fc V U Average Unit Deformation
Computa-
tions
oi oT<eex k
9800 60500 .07 .0 .537 .881 3010 830 85 19 .000094 .000057 .000058 .620 1800
19900 128900 .14 .8 .545 .814 6150 390 51 39 .000198 .000143 .000158 .556 4900
30000 185100 .87 .8 .545 .814 9300 670 67 51 .000380 .000254 .000304 .560 9430
40000 847000 .36 .4 .557 .806 18500 840 103 79 .000508 .000341 .000421 .554 13050
50000 308800 .44 .4 .557 .806 15600 1050 130 100 .000688 .000432 .000552 .540 17100
60000 370500 .58 .6 .573 .797 19000 1180 157 120 .000808 .000538 .000652 .560 20800
70000 438300 .71 .7 .580 .791 88300 1340 184 141 .000998 .000845 .000801 .560 24800
80000 494000 .83 .8 .586 .786 85700 1460 812 161 .001168 .000748 .000904 .565 28000
90000 555000 .98 1.0 .604 .773 89300 1500 843 186 .001369 .000859 .001047 .572 32400
100000 616000 1.0 .604 .773 38600 1665 870 207
Computed moment = Load x 6.16-in. A =" 8.45 sq.ln. p - .0204 'mo' 15.7-ln. n was taken - 15
Ultimate deformation of control cylinder = .00144, the values of "q" were computed from this.
Loa
19701
3930
5930
6920
79801
8900
9700
7E50
^8 =
Table XIV.
1
MEASURED AND COMPUTED QUANTITIES, 2002.
Load Moment Uomputed
Value of
value 01 Uomputed Measured
k J T u Average Unit Deformation
Computa-
tions
on Arm on uross Of Steel k
19700 118000 .13 .1 .501 .831 5800 430 49 37 .000255 .000139 .000215 .540 6700
39300 242000 .27 .3 .514 .824 12000 840 ICO 76 .000544 .000310 .000462 .540 14300
59300 365000 .42 .4 .581 .820 18200 1220 151 115 .000835 .000473 .000662 .558 20500
69200 426000 .51 .5 .528 .815 21400 1390 177 135 .001025 .000544 .000801 .560 24800
79200 487000 .60 .6 .534 .810 24600 1540 204 156 .001203 .000628 .000871 .580 27000
89000 548000 .70 .7 .542 .805 27800 1660 230 176 .001394 .000723 .001015 .580 31500
97000 597000 .8 .550 .800 30500 1740 252 193
72500
uomputed moment
Eg = 31 200 000
= Load X 6 .16-in.
£c 2 480 000 n =
A = 2,45 sq.ln. i
12.5
) « .0204 "mo" - 15.7-in. n was taken as 12
Load M
15000
29700 1
44000 a
57000 3
66000 4
75000 4
Table XV.
MEASURED AND COMPUTED QUANTITIES. £005
Load Moment Computed
Value of
Value of
used In
Computa-
tions
Computed Measured
k J ^'s V u Average Unit Deformation k
on Ann on Cross Of Steel
15000 92500 .11 .1 .527 .822 4600 340 38 29 .000169 .000156 .000192 .465 5950
29700 183800 .23 .2 .533 .819 9140 660 75 57 .000364 .000298 .000344 .512 10650
44000 271400 .37 .4 .546 .810 13700 920 113 87 .000599 .000467 .000509 .540 15800
57000 351800 .54 .5 .553 .806 17800 1155 147 112 .000864 .000630 .000656 .570 20400
66000 407000 .57 .8 .560 .802 20700 1280 171 131 .000906 .000829 .000668 .572 20700
75000 462000 .7 .567 .798 23600 1410 196 150
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Other quantities was talcen ac the even tenth closest to the
computed value. Tlie depth to the neutral surface, ami of resist
inc couple, tensile and compressive stresses and the "bond and
shear inc stresses v.-ere calculated for each load. Some measured
quantities are included in the tables for completeness. These
are the average deformaL ion on the arm and on the cross, the
average steel deformation and the measured steel stress. As a
checlc on the computations, the depth to the neutral surface Y/as
obtained graphically from the steel deformation and the deforma-
tion on the arm by the usual assuanption that a plane section
remains plane after bendiiig. There is a very fair agreement
between the measured and computed results. The higher measured
values of "k" at low loads are undoubtedly influenced by tension
in the concrete..
In translating unit deformation of steel to unit stress
the value of the modulus of elasticity of steel determined from
tests of the steel used in malcing the specimens, i.e. SI 000 000
lb. per sq.in. we.s used. The discrepancy araong the values of
the modulus of elasticity of concrete as determined from control
cylinder, on the arm of the crossed beam and on the cross made
a translation from unit deformation to unit stress uncertain,
hence this was not attempted.
An analysis of the action on the compressive face of a beam
of two bending stresses and their relation to deformation can
be made. Since the stress between the load points, where all
observations were made, is pure bendi^ig and not accompanied by
shear, the action on the compressive face is one of compression
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only, nie resultiiic stress-deformation relations are the came
as V70uld be obtained if the actliiG forces v/ere true compression
in place of pure bendins, hence the analysis applies to compressio
specimens as T:eli as to crossed beams. The stresses in this
analysis are assumed to be equal.
Let f denote the unit stress,
e denote unit deformation,
E modulus of elasticity,
r Poisson's ratio
e' = r/s = deformation parallel to line of action of
stress. This is reduced by re' z: rf/fe \7hich is produced by
the stress perpendicular to the first ( assui-ned to be equal to
the other stress). The total deformation is then
e = e' - re« =^(1 - r) (1).
The experiments shoir that (1 - r) is 0.78 for crossed beams and
0.80 for compressions. Let t/E be unity in (1) and TTTite 0.80
for (1 - r). It then appears that when the deformation caused
by bi-axial loading is 0.30 of that caused by simple loadiiis,
the value of "r" is 0.20, or about tvice what we should expect
from the results of tests on columns.
It seems that the value of Poisson's ratio as determined from
tests of columns does not apply to bending action. Poisson's
ratio is greater than the value found from column tests. In
order to explain the reduction of deformation by the usual method
of computation, a value of Poisson's ratio of about 0.2 Liust
be used.
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21. Conroari sor: of Hosults of Crossed Besinj and CoiToreLj^ion
Specimens Loaded Equally on the Two Arms . -a number of comparisons
"bet^reen results obtained from crossed beams and compression
specimens loaded equally on the two arms have been dravm in the
discussion of stress-deformation relations. Tliese v/ill be
briefly summarized here.
It will be remembered that a cross-section of an arm Is a
square and that the "cross" Is a cube In both cases. We should
expect quite similar results from the tv/o series, since compres-
sive deformations ••ere measured on the surface of the specimen.
The deformation on the cross of a compression specimen nas found
to be 0.66 of the deformation oii the arm and the deformation on
the cross of a beam was found to be 0.67 of the deformation on
the arm.
The amount of compression carried by the enlargement of
section as found from the curves showing the distribution of
deformation was 0.145 of the whole on the crossed beams at
the highest load and was between 0.15 and 0.1c of the whole on
compression specimens for different loads.
The derived results from which the shape of section has been
eliminated show that under bi-axial loading with equal loads
in two perpendicular directions the unit deformation is reduced
to 80 per cent of the deformation up-der simple loading when
determined from compression pseclmens and to 78 per cent of
the deformation under simple loading when determined from crossed
beams.
The modulus of elasticity was found to be increased 14 per cer
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by bi-axial compresGion and 12 per cent by bi-axial bendinc.
These values v;ere determined graphically and checlced by a
separate computation.
The four agreements mentioned above are in themselves
conclusive evidence that the results are not accidental. Such
close agreement is quite commonly ladling betv/een series of
experiments made under identical conditions.
A summary of the salient points of the investigation has
been prepared in Table XVI, page 147. It explains itself.
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Table XVI.
SUMMARY OH' li^vESTlQATIQi^
.
Specimen Age Horizontal Vertical Modulus of ElastliJitv^or Conorate Unit Stresses
da. Loeui Unit Load Unit Cylinder Vertical Anr Urosa of Cylinder 6-in. Cubes 8—in. Ouhan
Strass Stress
^c
of Specimen Specimen Ea ea Hori zontal Vertical
2050 52 110800 1700 103000 1585 2440000 1740000 214000 (1.23 )(.74) 1995 - - 2295
2051 73 95000 1440 90000 1365 2460000 1600000 262000 1 .64 .63 1500 (4060) (5950) 2350
2052 69 113000 1740 120000 1850 2480000 1960000 255000 1.30 .69 1510 (4100) (6900) 2755
2053 73 100000 1540 120300 1850 2280000 2360000 284000 1.20 .68 1550 2800* 2800* 2525
2054* 62 142500 2200 143000 2200
Average 1.38 .66
2055-A VI 124000 1940 < 121800 1900* 2640*
2055-B 72 141000 2200* 140500 2200* 2640*
2056-A 60 144000 2250* 140000 2190* 2800*
2056-B 60 175000 2740* 181700 2840" 2800*
2057-A 70 155000 2420* 154000 2410* 2830*
2057-B 70 185000 2890* 185000 2890'* 2830*
2058-A 60 226000 3440* 250000 3910< 2805*
2058-B 60 190000 2970* iooOOO OAAA i 2805*
2059* 62 105000 1640 io rOOO
2061 68 61300 940 1 qaaaa 1 O RA 2300000 2980000 3900000 1 .ol .77 1770 (2970) (5850) 2475
2062 68 49300 760 98400 1510 2100000 2020000 2240000 1.11 .87 1285 1080* 2050* 1690
2063 69 67400 1040 1 AAAAA 2590000 2400000 2840000 1.18 .80 1370 2200
Average 1.20 .81
2071 64 — — 114300 1760 2300000 2080000 2620000 X .CO QA 1770 2475
2072 70 ' — — 96600 1490 2100000 2240000 2640000 1.18 [ 1.07) 1285 1100* 1690
2073 71 — — 127500 1960 2590000 1820000 2170000 1.19 .84 1370 2200
2001 62 100000 1665 2460000 2100000
Average
2760000
1.21
1 .ol
.82
T t^AA 2350
2002 58 97000 1740 2480000 1760000 2920000 1.66 .56
1 K1 AID10 2755
2003 70 74800 1410 2280000 2020000 2240000 1.11 .83 1550
2525
Average 1.36 .67
•2054 and 2059 were tested for expansion onl y. *flja.te8 greased.
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C. 8-ln. CUBES.
3^. Py^-o^r;^tioi^ for TeRt .- The faces of the cubes r;ere set
in a thin bed of plaster a fer days before testir^. The S-in.
cubes were bedded on the four sides which were vertical in raaJrinG
and the 6-in. cubes were bedded on two of the sides 7;hich were
vertical in malting.
In most cases the inaxinuin loads carried by the cubes were
the only data sought but in four cases deformations were measured
on the S-in. cubes along three horizontal and three vertical
gauge-lines. Gauge-plugs similar to those used in the compres-
sion specimens v;ere set in the cubes while they -.-ere bei:ig made.
Before testing, gai-ige-holes were drilled in these plugs as
described elsewhere,
Fourteen 8-in. cubes were tested with two equal loads. The
first four, two marked 2051 and two x.iarhed 2052, were tested
between plates bearing directly' on the plaster dressing. Tlie
loads carried by these cubes were very high, higher th8.n 6000
lb. per sq.in.
, while the S-in. cubes crushed under stresses
which were not half as great. Evidently nothing could be learned
from further tests of this nature unless something could be done
to reduce the friction of the bearing plates. The results of
these tests are reported in Table as showing the progress of
the tests but they are not used in comparisons.
In the tests of ten other S-in. cubes loaded with equal loads,
the plates were coated with a layer of cup-grease about l/lO to
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1/16-In. thick. Tlie G-in. cubes of the ssane nuiaber were tested
In simple compression with the two bearine plates generously
greased, and conclusions as to strength based on tests in vmich
both the one-way and two-way cubes were tested under similar
conditions,
^g. Tne Ii;^Muence of Greased Plates . -It has been generally
appreciated that the friction of the plates had an influence
in compression tests of short specimens. Tlie strength of a
cube is usually much greater than a prism of the same base and
twice the height, but a prism three times
--.he height of the cube
does not decrease in strei'igth below the prism two diameters
high. A research by II. Peret points out that the nature of the
bearing plates, or the interposition of various substances
between the plates and the compressed faces of the specimen had
no influence on the strength developed. The results of Peret 's
study and of some other studies criticised by him are suim^iarized
in the following paragraphs.
Two Prench engineers, LUI. Galy-Ache and Charbonnier had
pointed out that when a cylinder of copper is crushed between
two plates without placing any material
bet7/een the plates and the cylinder, it
taJces a barrel shape, Pig. a, while it
remains cylindrical, Pig. b, if the friction
of the plates is reduced by plumbago and it
could talce a form analagous to that of an
hyperbole id. Pig. c, if the slipping of the
bases ce.used by the pellicules of lead were
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exasGeraied. With lesc ductile mater ialc gucH as atones and
mortars rlilch
-oiiderco very small deformations before rupture,
these effects are not visible to tiie eye. yib.3 tho^oGht that
the strer^th mi^ht be affected by the lubricated plate..
Prof. A. Foppl^^ had brol^en some cubes of stone and some of
nortar both in direct contact T7ith the plates and v.'ith the con-
pressed faces lubricated, an:" he holds that the brealcinc loads
in the second case 7;ere reduced half or more.
M. Giovanni Salemi Pace^ experimented v:ith cubes of stone
and found that pasteboard had no effect when placed betT:een the
specimen and the plates but that when cork or a mixture of
stearine 9Jid wax was placed between the plates and the specimen
that the breal^ing load was reduced about half.
(Perhaps the stone and mortar tested by these men had a
high Poisson's ratio which increased the deformation perpendicula
to the applied load when the restraint of the plates was reduced,
and caused failure. )
M. Peret concluded that the results of the men quoted above
were too erratic and based on too small a number of experiments
to be reliable, and he conducted a few tests on cement mortar
prisms and cubes. Five square prisms 2-cm. on a side and
6-cm. hi^h were broken between steel plates and four similar
ones between plates coated with 0,5-mm. of parrafine. The
Hittheilungen d. mech. techn. Labor, d, PI. Hochschule.
Munchen, 1900. '
z
Atxi del Collegio degl • Ingegneri e Architetti in Palermo,
1901- Baumaterialienlvunde, 1902.
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brealcins loads of the first set of prlsir^s averaced 430 X^./cm.^
and Of the second set 337 kc./crn.^, or 78 per cent of 430. He
attributed the reduction to the fact that the parraf ine squeezed
out at the edses of the loaded faces and therefore that the load
was concentrc^ted on the center part of the prlsn.
All the experiments mentioned above
-ere made on a f ev; spec-
imens and they ivere far from concordant. Another short set of
experiments by Peret on twelve specimens pointed out that tiie
ultimate load carried by a cement mortar cylind.r 3-cm. high and
3-cm. in di^aneter, was the same whether tested with a paste of
soap between the specimen and the plates (465 1:^. load) or
whether tested in direct contact with the steel plates (462 1^^-.
load). The form of the fracture in the two cases was different
however. With nothing; between the specimen
-.rid the plates,
fracture occurred as shown by Pig. d, and with soap between the
specimen and the plates failure occurred as shown by Pi^j. e.
Peret then made a much more complete series of tests on 53
cylinders of neat cement which had hardened a little over six
months in moist air. These were tested in sets of six (ten in
one case). Various substances were placed betv.'een the specimen
and the bearing plates. These tests are sumir^arized in Table ^rvil.
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Table
RE3ULT3 OP FERST'S EXTSRIIISNTS ON Ci-LIITDDRS o-cin. IN DIAI.ET^^R
AND 3-c.:. HIGH, WITH VARIOUS IlATJffilALS BETIVEEN TIS SPECILOT
AND TIffi BEARING PLATES.
Direct
Contact
Total
Loads
for
Rupture
Average
AV. 'DOT
cm.
Propor-
tional
Numbers
2100
2100
2000
2050
1900
2060
2150
2060
1980
1990
SoaiD
2039
289
100
Mean Erro:
per cen .8
1610
1910
2070
2020
1990
1080
1930
271
95
5.'
Grease
Plumbago
2060
2250
1800
2270
1800
2050
aseline ^^-''^o-
2038
289
2180
2100
1900
2320
2170
2160
2138
302
2100
1710
1830
2020
2250
2100
Gj.ycer-
ine
1710
1900
1640
2080
1900
2000
Tin
8
Paste-
board
2070
2020
2210
1950
1340
2080
2002
283
100
7.8
105
4.3
98
7.7
1887
265
2028
287
2080
2270
1880
2100
2300
2230
Emer^''
Clo+.h
2143
304
93
7.5
1790
1970
2100
1990
1980
2150
1997
282
99.5 105
4.5 5.8
98
4.3
Cylinders stored six months in moist air.
i
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The mean of the total loads was calculated and Tron this the mean
unit load. The mean error in per cent £;ives an idea of the
degree of acreement ainons themselves of each of the six tests
entering into an average result. The proportional numbers are
computed to show the effect, in per cent, of each substance
placed between the specimen and the plates, referred for conven-
ience to the results from cylinders tested in direct bearing
against the plates.
Colvunn 1 gives the results obtained with cylinders loaded
between the plates of steel, with nothirig between the plates and
the specimen; columns 2, 3 and 4 give the results of the use
of lubricants, soap in fine paste, piiombago-grease and vaseline;
the results in columns 5 and 6 were obtained by Iceepirjg the
bases of the cylinders and the plates immersed in petroleum and
glycerine durir^g the test. A greater difficulty was found in
keeping the cylinders centered under these conditions, to which
the slightly greater mean errors in these Lt^o series of tests may
be attributed. Finally columns 7, 8 and S give the results,
respectively, of placing between the compressed faces of the
specimen and the plates thin sheets of tin (four thicluiesses of
tin foil on each base}, sheets of pasteboard (two leaves of 0.4
mm. thiclcness on each base) and of emery cloth (the emery side
against the specimen and the cloth against the plates).
The table shows that, in all cases, the ultimate load is
sensibly the sa:r.e, the errors of the means of each being of the
same order of magnitude as those obtained among the individual
results contributing- to each mean.
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The tests by direct contact save clichtly more uniform
results than the others. Nothing distinctive was noticed as to
the character of the fracture.
M. Peret states In conclusion that it is of no consequence
to the exactness or regularity of the results if a more or less
plastic material is placed betTieen the compressed faces of the
specimen and the plates of the machine.
The results obtained in tris investigation using greased
plates agree i-ith Peret's conclusion. The 6-ln. cubes tested
between greased plates gave as high strengths as any 1-2-4 cubes
tested. Tlie unit stresses of S-in. cubes tested between greased
plates and loaded with equal loads in two directions are more
nearly the stresses which could be developed in a structure than
the stresses found when plates were not greased. It is thought
that, with the greased plates, there was still some friction of
the plates left, and that this was g-reat enough to melce the
strength of the cubes greater than that of the cylinders. V/ith
greater reduction in the friction of the plates, cubes might be
made to crush under stresses as low as the cnjishlr^g stresses of
cylinders. Perhaps under these conditions bi-axially loaded
concrete would be weal^er than concrete simply loaded. The fact
that the expansion Is greater under two loads than under one load
points to the same conclusion,
.24. Phenomena of Tests and Failure of 3-in. Cubes ,-me manner
of applying the load was the same for all 3-in. cubes. Incre-
ments of load of 5000-lb. were applied to the two faces as nearly
at the same time as possible. At each 20000-lb. the machine Y;as
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stopped and the specimen Inspected. In those cases in -.vhich
deformations ~ere measured, a series of observations Yias teQcen
rhile this stop v^as made. Load was applied sloivly in order to
keep the horizontal and vertical stresses in the cube equal at
all times. Failure was gradual. Some time before the maximum
load
-.vas reached, small pieces scaled off the unloaded faces
of the cubes near the plates. These
-^;^ere thin and about an inch
long. This in itself indicates that tliere v;as no concentration
of load at the center caused by squeezing out of the grease near
the edges of the plates. At failure a slab the full size of the
cube and from 0.5 to 1.0-in. thiclc dropped from each unloaded
face and the specimen split in mai:y pieces. The plates were then
removed and the cracks sketched to scale. These sketches may be
found in the data at the back of the book. The characteristic
cone formation in crushed cubes was entirely absent. The cube
split in the plane of both loads into several irregular layers
or wedges as sho?m in the photograph of cubes 2055, Fig. 45, and
by the sketches. The wedge formation was often more noticeable
than in 2055 but the layers, planes of splittir^^ and cracking off
of faces were always present.
Squeezing out of the grease was not pronounced. In bedding
the cubes in plaster, a sheet of paper was placed on a piece of
plate glass, thin plaster poured on the glass and the cube
gently lowered in place. In some instances a wrinl^le formed in
the paper, which made a small groove in the plaster dressing.
During a test a small quantity of grease was forced out through
these grooves. The general cracking and the fact that the
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specimen vvas as much brolcen in planec near the center of the
specimen shoTv that the lozer^-e of s'rease mentioned In some of
the tests reported by Peret and .vhlch he claimed cauced concen-
tration Of load at the center
.vas not present. The fact that
the entire cube was broken indicates that the full ctrei^th '.^as
developed.
It has been mentioned under "15. Stress-Deformation Relations
Of compression Specimens" that the expansion under tiro loads at
right angles wa^ greater than under one load of the saane amount.
Expansion of the cubes could not be measured, but the character
Of the fracture indicates that the bi-axially loaded cubes
failed by expansion. Expansion (tension) failures vrould not
have a cone formation, but would pull the test piece apart.
The cubes shown, in Pig. 45 were pulled apart.
The 6-in. cubes tested between greased plates crushed in
a way somewhat similar to the way in which the S-in. cubes failed.
The cone formation was not found. Vertical cracKs developed at
the maxinmin load on all four unloaded faces. These crachs Tzere
as numerous near the corners as near the center and at failure
they extended the full height of the cube. Failure was gradual.
Some little difficulty was found in keeping the cubes centered
until about 10000-lb, load had been applied, after which they
remained as placed.
S-ln. cube 2072 v/as tested in simple compression between
greased plates and its fracture was in every way similar to the
fracture of 5-in. cubes tested between greased plates. The
characteristic craclcs may be studied from the photogra-oh of this
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Pig. 46.
8-in. cube 2072 sftev Failure
specimen slioTrn in Fig. 45. Tlie bearing plates are still in place.
The extent to Yihlch grease squeezed out from under the plates
may be seen at the top of the cube. Tlie cracl:s are vertical
and they extern the full height of the specimen. Those on the
right hand vertical face developed first, followed immediately
by the large oracle on the left hand vertical face. The specimen
was pulled apart after the picture yies taleen. No cones vjere
formed. The oracles exter^ded through the specimen forming long
thin f iriger-lilve pieces.
a5.«, Stress-Deformatioig Relations and Strencth of Cuhft!^ .-
Deformations Tzere measured on four cubes. The ir^dividual stress-
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deformation lines and the curves or average deforraation may be
found in the bade of the thesis. The curves are cinillar to
those obtained on the cross of compression specimens tested v/ith
equal loads on the ti?70 arms. The ultimate unit deformation of the
cubes ^vas about the same as that on the cross of compression
specimens. In
-.ests of cubes and the cross of compression
specimens the stress-deformation diagram was not as nearly a
parabola as the stress-deformation diagram for the arm or on a
cylinder. The moduli of elasticity from cubes 2056-A and 2056-B
Trere 2 520 000 and 5 460 000, values ?/hich compare favorably
with values obtained on the cross of compression specimens.
Cubes 2055-A and 2055-B gave higher values. As v^as mentioned
above, failure of cubes was produced by effect of expansion, and
the amount of expansion rather than the amount of compressive
deformation is the criterion of strength. That the cubes failed
through overcoming the tensile streiigth of the concrete in the
lateral direction is indicated by the form of the brol^en cube
and its planes of cleavage. Tlie powdering and scaling which are
usually features of a compressive failure of a cube were not
present. The relative strength of the cubes is shovm in the
summary of unit stresses, Table }rvill.
The average unit stress on the two faces of an 3-in. cube
is ce.lled its breslcing stress. The unit stress of a cube as
written in the table is the average crealcing stress of the A and !
B cubes of that number. Hence each value is the avere-ge of four,
j
j
The stresses given for the 6-in. cubes are the average of three
I
cubes. I
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Table XVIII.
Summary of Unit Stresses of 8-ln. and o-ln. CiJibec. Plates Greased.
No. Unit stress of
3-in. Cube,
Bi-axial Com-
pression.
Unit Stress of
•3-in. Cube,
3 imp1 e Conpres
-
3 ion.
Ratio of
Ctrenetli of
8
-in. Cube
to Strength
\or G-in.
Cube
2053
2055
2056
2057
2058
2800
2060
2500
2655
2525
2640
2800
2830
2805
1.11
.78
.89
.94
1.17
Average .98
Prom the data in the table we may conclude that the compres-
sive streri£^th of concrete under bi-axial loading does not differ
materially from the strength under simple compressive loading*.
As mentioned above this conclusion is based on fifteen o-in.
cube stresses and tT^enty 8-in. cube stresses.
20. Effect of Test Conditions . -Absolute values of brealcing
loads are functions of the shape of the specimen, the manner of
testing and the speed at v'hich load is applied. Comparisons shoul<
not be too freely drawn between results obtained under test con-
ditions. It is believed that the conclusions of the preceding
paragraph are not deper^dent on test conditions for the following
reasons. The conclusion applies to relative strength ami not to
absolute strength. The specimens compared were cubes, made from

IGl
the same batch and stored together. The same testirx^j machine,
quality of Grease and speed of aiDplyinc the load r/ere employed
in testLj of bi-axlally loaded cubes and simply loaded cubes.
If the greased plates affected the strength of a bi-axially
loaded specimen they affected the strength of a simply loaded
specimen as Tzell. Prom these considerations the conclusion that
the ultimate unit stress on each loaded face of a bi-axially
loaded cube is approximately equal to the ultimate unit stress
on the face of a simply loaded cube may be considered general.
The effect of test conditions has been eliminated.



IV. SUliLZAHY OP CONCLUSIONS.
.g.7,,, Perinisslble 3trenr-:th for LftKip^p.-Tri the design of reinfo-**-
ced concrete struc-Lures in r;liich the concrete is bi-axially
loaded, the same working stresses may be permitted as are ordina-^-
ily allov7ed for simple loading. V/liile the Trorkins stresses may
be as great, it must not be forcotten that an accurate computa-
tion of the external forces is implied and if these are not
definitely Xnown the working stress must be reduced. A greater
worlcing stress for bi-axially loaded concrete should not be
permitted.
A statement that, in a bi-axially loaded structure, one load
strengthens the material agair-st forces in a perpendicular
direction is not true. The deformation is reduced it is true,
but these tests show that the strer^th is not increased. In a
material whose tensile and compressive strengths -ere more
nearly equal than in concrete, the strer^gth might be increased
by bi-axial loading, but it may be concluded from these tests
that this. is not the case with concrete.
The effect of decreased deformation has a bearing on the
results of tests of structures. Since the modulus is increased
and the deformation is reduced by bi-axial loading, this loo.din^'
brings the neutral surface closer to the compressive face,
and reduces the area of concrete which resists compressive forces
in structures in which concrete is bi-axially stressed in bending.
ISg
I

1G4
The stresoec in the concrete are Greater than the deformation
indicates.
g.8.t ^i^^-;ajry,. A cuimr.ary of the conclusions dram from the
tests reported here is given below:
1. V/hen concrete is bi-axially stressed v/ith equal loads at
right angles, the unit deformation produced is from 75 to SO
per cent of the deformation ^rhich one of these loads -.Tould pro-
duce on the same portion of concrete. The statement applies to
"both compressive and tending stresses, and is the average value
for all stresses up to the ultimate,
2. The initial modulus of elasticity of concrete bi-axially
loaded 77ith equal loads is increased 12 to 14- per cent above the
mrodulus of elasticity of concrete under simple loading. This
statement agrees v.-ith the unit deformations measured at Iotj loads.
3. Expansion of concrete bi-axially loaded, perpendicular to
both loads, is greater than the expansion under one load.
4. Tlie deformation of bi-axially loaded concrete vzhen one
load is half as great as the other, measured along the line of
action of the greater load, is not affected by the presence of the
smaller load. The modulus of elasticity is not affected by the
smaller load. The deformation, measured along the line of action
of the smaller load, is reduced about two-thirds by the greater
load.
5. The strength of concrete bi-axially loaded with equal
loads is approximately equal to the strerigth of concrete under
simple loading.
6. The ainount of reduction of deformation stated above
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Control Beam
'J-
I
&'
I
_iL.
CONTROL BSAII3.
Number
2001
2002
2003
Load
lb.
3000
4100
2670
Libdulus
of
Rupture
280
385
259
Age,
days.
60
59
68

210
Load
470
1310
1960
2710
3400
4150
5120
6070
7060
8120
9070
9800
11200
11730
18550
TESas OF STEEL IN BEALIS.
Reading Unit Unit
Defonnation Stress
10.0
11.0
.000025 1510
14.7 117 4220
17.3 182 6320
20.1 252 8740
23.5 537 10960
26.1 402 13400
30.2 505 16500
34.0 600 19600
38. 700 22800
43.5 857 26200
47.2 930 29250
50.9 1022 31500
54.3 1103 36100
58 120 37800
Dlaineter
.6311
.6201
.6310
.6273
.6304
. 62G5
AV.
.6294
Area .310 cq.in
59300
160
1470
3070
4220
6120
7680
9290
10940
11450
17070
# 1I' ik f
10,0
.ooooco 520
15.0 125 4SS0
21.5 282 10200
27.1 427 15980
54.3 620 20280
42.0 800 25400
49.0 975 30800
55.0 1125 36200
Drop of Beam 37900
56500
Diameter
.6218
.6201
.6209
.3187
Av.
.6201
Area .302 sg.in.

CALIBRATION 0? GAUGE 1S55 V/ITI-I JACK B-21G1
Renins ^"^^^^^ '^^''^
220 6450
300 SPOO
400 10400
500 12550
600 XO v V V
650 15200
760 X ( «^ O w
850 19S00
970
1150 Pfi'^OO
1160 Pf5P,00
1260 PRROO
1350 V V
1450
1530 ^4.000 ^ •
1450 V w V ^ * 1 o
1530
1750
1830 A.1 noorrX U V U
1910
2050 * »> O V
2150 47800
2250 50250 4 r^s
2540 52550
2460 55350
2560 57900
2700 60600
2800 63300
2900 65050
3000 67350 4:23
2500 52800 4:25
2430° 52500
2320° 51400 4:34
2300° 50400 4 144
2290° 49800 4:50
2270° 49100 5:00
2250° 47050 5:27
° Not plotted
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CALIBRATION OP GAUGE 849 WITH JACK B-2161
Gau^e
Reading Pounds
10 18300
20 58700
25 48-100
50 57700
35 68300
40 78000
45.5 87900
49.7 96600
58 115000
CALIBRATION 0? DYiIAI.IO:'.ISTSR NO . 1
Reading Load in Poimds
.0022 3000
38 5000
72 10000
105 15000
140 20000
170 25000
200 30000
229 35000
251 40000
280 45000
305 50000
330 55000
360 60000
390 65000
412 70000
435 75000
462 80000
488 85000
515 90000
540 95000
570 100000

SECOND CALIBRATION OP DYNAIIOIIETKR NO.
Llade after the Series of Tests.
Load In Pounds. Reading.
.0000
3900 28
10300 70
21000 135
32900 198
40800 237
50000 287
59100 535
68100 380
78100 429
87700 479
99100 537
110100 592
119600 644
128600 689
137600 736
124800 687
99000 572
68800 429
50300 333
26000 189
1
120000 665
130000 714
139500 762
1
12200 88
32500 203
44600 268
60800 352
74100 422
90800 511
107000 594
123300 680
139200 762
1
11700 82
31100 194
45900 270
60100 548
77200 459
90500 509
106100 590
121000 670
139300 764

CALIBRATION OF D\1TA].I01;IL'TER NO. 2
Load in Pounds. Reading.
,0000
4500 .0021
12200 60
21600 100
33200 150
46000 197
63200 249
75100 288
92000 338
105400 373
120900 413
134300 454
153000 504
165900 534
181600 575
196300 622
210200 658
225000 700
192500 637 Down
148400 537
97900 403
47300 230
0000



AVERAGE STRESSES AlID AVERAGE DEPORI.IATIOIIS
, 2071.
Average Average Defomiatiorx Average Defornation
Unit on the Arm on the Cross
Stress 1, k., -S, 11, 12, IS. 4, 5, 14, 15.
250
.000105c
.000080c
210 17Sc I47c
445 299c 245c
665 421
C
548 c
870 576c 456c
1080 794c 640c
1500 978c 857c
1420 1256c 976c
»c" denotes comioression.

4UNIT STRESSES Al^-D UNIT DEF0RI.IATI0N3
,
2071.
Unit Line
Stress
1 2 S 4 5 6
230 .000143c . 000110c .000080c ,000045c .000070c .000025c
210 210c 170c 177 c 117c 123c 95 c
445 323c 310c 287c 187c XO t C
665 513c te^ ( C ^oUC 353c 200c
870 693 c O J. / c tiy r C 420c 23o C
1080 923 c 863 r OOo c 650c 297c
1300 1163c 103SC 857c 370c
1420 1540c 1?8? r» 1023c 400c
Garage Line
7 8 11 12 15 14 15
000007t .000027c .000113c .000085c
.000103c .000107c .000100c
73c 67c ±1 f Q X^oC Ayuc 170c 180c
47 c 60c 290c 263c 320c 317c 277c
23
1
17 c 593c 353c 395c 403 c 557c
70t 47
1
533c 467c 505c 550c 477c
190t 167 750c 6S Oc 743c 677c 550c
307t 203t 907c 833 c 900c 907c 813c
530t 363 1177 c 1050c 1120c 1020c 1005 c
»c" denotes coiapression, "t" denotes tension.
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mil STRESSES AIID UIIIT DEPOIilJATIOIIS
, 2071.
Unit Gauge Line Expcmsometers
Stress 17 18 Arm Cross
230 .000077t .000070t .000025t ,0000l7t
210 13t 17
1
27
1
19t
445 43
1
73 29 21t
665 not IBOt 35t 22t
870 165t 227 50t 24t
1080 250t 317t 88 79t
1300 323t 430t ll2t 144t
1420 467 560 190t 2l9t
"t" denotes tension.
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UlTIT 3 UlIIT DEPORI.IATIOIIS, <:5072
.
Unit Line
stress
1 3 4 5 6
225 .000083c .000097c .000090c .00005SC .000080c .000093c
425 277 c 247c 283 c 190c 363c
630 483c 450c 487 c 3S5C 563c 563c
860 737c 700c 780c 650c 990c lOOOc
1055 973c 927c 1003c 983 c 1553c 1507c
1200 1257 c 1150c 12S0C 1483 c 2460c 2427 c
1465
Gauge Line
7 8 9 10
.000017c ,000027c .00004St .000033t
103c 47c 67
1
90t
190c 63 c 157t 200t
340c 63 c 457 543
1
450c 60c 977t 1023t
520 c 40 c 24l3t 222Ot
"c" denotes compression, "t" denotes tension.
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UNIT STRESSES AIID Ul^IT DEPOKI^IATIOIIS
, 2072
Unit Gause Line
o xress
11 12 13 14 15 16
220
.000117c .000120c • UUUUUo c . ooooy/c
. 000110c .OOOlOoC
410 277c 243c 213C 167c 505c 510c
610 410c 387 c 547 c 265c 505c 505c
627 c 637 c 527 c 425 c S17c 870c
1000 867c 8S3c 747 c 587 c 1125 c 1255
1150 1177c 1120c 1020c 785c 1730c 2000c
14o5
Gauge Line
17 18 19 20
.000010c .000003t .000007t .000007t
74c 03c 55
1
57t
157c 07c 97 90t
245c 33
1
190t 225
1
S17C 57 587 4S5t
307c 47 1565 7l5t
"c" denotes compression, "t" denotes tension.

22Z

224:
AVERAGE STRESSES A2ID AVERAGE DEP0RI.IATI0II3 , 2073
Average Average Deformation Average Deformation
Unit on the Arm on the Cross
Stress 1, 2, S, li, 12, IZ, 4, 5, 14, 15
240 ,000145c .000038c
450 279c 221c
670 S90c 330c
890 539c 454c
1095 716c 612c
1315 924c 782c
1500 1155c lOOGc
1960
"c" denotes compression.

225
UNIT GTRSSSiiS AND UNIT DEFOK-IATIONS
,
2073
Unit GauA-e Line
Stress
1 2 S 4 \j
240 .0000G3C .0002S7C .000050c .000083c
450 1900 S60p/ \-/ V \^ 117c 257c 250c 163c
670 300c 450c lO V V«r f / G 590c 273c
890 390c 587 c OvUC 527c 417c
1095 550c 755c oy / c 720c 590c
1315 720c 895c v.*?V VV 897 c 823c
1500 867 c 1073c f c* w V/ 1195c 1070c
1960
Line
7 8 9 10
• 000U27C ,000047c .oooosot .00 0047
t
63c 60c not 83
1
103c 17c 165
1
143
150c 57c 245 267
250c 95c 297 270t
303c 57c 407 345
375c 43 c 620t 495
"c" denotes compression, "t" denotes tension.

P.20
UNIT 3TRES3]]:3 AND UNIT DEPOHIvIATIONo
,
2073.
Unit
Stress
11 12
Gauge
13
Line
14 15 16
240 .000200c .000193c .000147c .000097c .000093c .0000730
450 367c 357c 287 c 230c 197 c 167 c
670 490c 483c 410c 300c 253c 220c
890 693c 673c 573c 417c 370c 330c
1095 903c 873c 787c 540c 493 c 460c
1515 1177c 1117c 1040c 720c 610c 6130
1500 1493c 1387 c 867c 773c 750c
1960
17 18
Line
19 20
Expansoinet
on
Arm
er
.000070c .000003t •000050t .000057t .000052t
73c 37 c 37t 43
1
55t
70c 30o 113t 140t 98t
90c 20t l5St 193 loot
183 c 03c 213
1
303t 120t
197c 07
1
clOt 383 181t
253c 17 457t 530t 262t
"o" denotes compression, "t" denotes tension.
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228
AVERAGE STRESSES AlTD AVERAGE DEFORIIATIONS
, 2050.
FIRST TEST
Average
Stress
Average Deformation Average Deformation
on the Arm. on the Cross.
1, 2, S, IcT, 14, 15. 7, 8, 9, 19, 20, 21.
.000065c .000017c
14Sc 82c
299c 156c
415c 258c
675 488c 256c
795 585c 297c
950 735c
SECOND TEST
417 c
XoU .000090c .000079c
202c 152c
S24c 198c
416c 229c
521c 516c
656c 595c
791c 477 c
1285 973c 550c
1405 1278c 652c
1480 2087
»c" derjotes compression.
765c

229
IPIIT STRESS 7''?! ATJT) TTIJT T DEFORI'iATIOITS, 2050, PIRST TKST
Unit Line
Stress
1 S 4 6 7
130 .000097c .000067c .000073c .000075e
^loC 153c 153c 183 c 167c 120c
470 407c 350c 330c 307c 270r
•4o ( C 473c 450c 493e 410f» / V
o /o o tr A 593 c 590c 623 c 517g
7oOC 710c 687 c 753c 640c
yooc 823 c 817c 940c 837c 565r^Wo
Gauge Line
8 9 10 12 10* 12* 13
.00007CC .000005;C .000027c .OOOOloC .000017c .000025t .000075c
140 c 87 c 110c 97 c 53c 60t 1230
230c 200c 183 c 123c 160c 50c 230c
313c 250c 273c- 177c 224c 110c 346c
313c 277c 370c 217c 504c 155c t_' t-' O
370c 2S0c 415c 233c 410c 177c 446c
470c 3i7c 637c 307c 580c 177c 633c
"c" denotes compression

P.ZO
UNIT STFJCSSES Aim UNIT DEP0I^.IATI0N3
,
2050, FIRST TEST
Gauge Line
14 15 16 18 19 20 21
.000097c .000040c .000050c .000027c .000003c .000017c .000007t
155 c 113c 150c 113c 40c 73c 50c
2740 240c 2S0c 204c 83c 117c 97 c
«syuc 3o6c 363 c 3l0o 1930 193 c 160c
41UC 377c 450c S53C 210c 214c 214c
4y oc 446c 486c 430c 314c I30c 264c
643 c 560c 6660 4870 437c 390c 320c
Gauge Line
22 24 Expansometer
on Am
.000023c .000053c .000000
83c 93c 04t
117c 1430 lot
203c 2200 27
1
280c 250c 40t
356c 270c 40t
453c 277 c 43
"o" denotes compression,
"t" denotes tension.

2Zl
•J
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UNIT STRESSES MB Ul^IT DEPOKIvlATIONS
,
2050, S}":CO:iD TIJST
unit Gavige Line
Stress
1 2 3 7f CIO Q
180
.000103c •000033c .000020c .000173c OOOOfi^^r* « V/V v L/<_< \JU
T OCT *4 87 c 347 c 143c 83c
490 453c 260c 157c 360c 250c 150c
650 533 c 353c 237c 397 c 240c ll3c
830 723c 460c 307c 537c 330c 187 c
980 940c 633c 413c 620c 510c 265c
1140 1120c 747c 513C 727 c 590c 330c
1285 1440c 1017c 683c 863c 797c 520c
1405 1960c 1390c 980c 1027c 967c 683c
1480 3960c 2740c 1700c 1043c 1177c 943c
"c" denotes ooiapression

UNIT GTKEGSDS AIID UIIIT DEFORIuATIONS
,
2050, SECOND TEST
Gauge Line
15 19 20 21
• \J\J\J JL / f c
.
UOOU'JcC . 000140c . 000077c .000000
213c 243c 153c 200c 115c 25 c
473c 540c 265c 240 c 155c 57c
S17c 423c 515c 5i7c 197 c 110c
713c 540 c 3S3C 390c 250c 155c
707c 670c 455c 467c 507c 205c
1023c 773c 570c 553c 280c
1160c 913c 655 c 497 c 540c 2S5c
1440c 1113C 787c 507 c 570c 557c
1585 c 1530c 987 c 497 c 407c 520c
"c" denotes conpression



2Z5
AVimOE STRESSES AND AVERAGE DEFORliATIOITS
, 2051.
Average Average Deformation Average Deformation
Unit on the Arm. on the Crocs.
Stress
1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 4, 5, 9, 10,14, 15,
12, 13, 16, 18. '19; 20.
220
.000124c
.000091c
440 322c 212c
660 535c 313c
885 SlOc 523c
1065 1143c 717c
1255 1734c 1047c
"c" denotes compression

256
TTMTmUJMiT oxPxESSiilS
.AHD UNIT DEF0rj-.:ATI0:i3
,
2051
unix
Stress
Gauge Line
± 2 s 4 5 6
r\ /> _
• 000030c .000070c .000185c . 000040c .000050c .000150c
yt y1 A 177 c 233c 505c 147c 245 c 423c
660 293c 420c 720c 187 c 290c 640c
885 4S0c 663c 1045c 527c 470c 990c
1040
1035
683 c 750c 1S57C 4570 650c
1180
1330
1110c 1710c 2097c 915c 1050c
2525c
Unit
Stress
GaiJige Line
7 8 9 10 11 12
225 .000195c .000157c .000150c . 000117c .000117c .000117c
440 440c 553c 525c 220c 2S0c 507g
650 723c 573c 515C 555c 467c 617c
885 1053c 837c 795c 570c 707c 867 c
1040
1085 1563c 1257c 1057 c 857c
lOSOc 1207 c
1180
1330 2763c 2083c 1550c 1215c
1505c 1977c
"c" denotes compression
•
1

ST TUT -V r-nUNIT STHEGSL'S AIID UITIT DE70H:IATI0IT3
,
2051
Unit Gauge Line
13 14 15 16 18 19
225
.000223c .000147c . 000103c .000040c .000083c .000080c
440 447c 227 c 200c 207c 167 c .240c
660 703c 423c 353c 417c 3l3c 280c
885 1073c 773c 5€5c 690c 507c 423c
1040
1035
1440c 1010c 830c
1000c 783 c 527 c
1180 1917c 1180c 853c
1377 c 1010c 953c
Unit Gause Line Expansometer
Stress
20 Ann Cross
225 ,000037c . OOOOllt .00C042t
440 97 c o8
1
65t
650 143 c 61t lost
885 287 C 79t 209t
1085 367c 161t 370t
1330 6S3C 842 695t
"c" denotes compress ion,
"t" denotes tension.



AVERAGE STRESSES AIjD AVERAGE DEPORIIATIOIIS
, 2052.
Average Average Deformation Averace Deformation
Unit on tiie Arm. on the Cross
Stress
1, 2, 3, 3, 7, 8, 11, 4, 5, 9, 10, 14, 15,
12, 13, 16, IS. 19, 20.
220 .000105c .000086c
440 231c 177c
650 371c 263 c
880 536c 344
C
1105 711c 430c
1280 944c 541c
1490 1211c 685c
"c" denotes compression

240
UNIT S'I'REGCIJS AIID U1«IIT DEFOi^I-IATIOTTS, 2052
Unit Gauge Line
1 2 3 4 5 6
225 .000117c .000007c .000293c .000087c .000143c .000050c
435 190c 177c 5S0c 166c 370c 195c
650 337 c 317c 547c 243c 460c 360c
83 490c 480c 677c 305c 567 c 563c
xxuo ( C 640c 907c 430c 690c 757c
1280 820 c 883 c 1117c 550c 807c 1137c
1490 1080c 1170c 138Oc - 970c 1525c
1590 1260c 1440c 1520c 1277c 1580c —
1720 - 1550c 1590 c 1927c —
Gatige Line
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
,000120c .000057c .000167c .000077c .000077c .000080c .000080c
153c 220c 273c 173c 215c 207c 237c
340c 577c 347c 293c 365c 385c 400c
597 c 547 c 473c 417c 5S7c 553c 573c
803c 807 c 583 c 543 c 697c 720c 753c
1190c 1097 c 750c 720c 927 c 950c 950c
1777c 1495c 1065c 1347 c 1197c 1230c 1210c
527 593 1567c 1533 C 1403c
1127t^ 1177c^ 1760c
^ Ho horizontal load
"c" denotes compression, "t" denotes tension.

241
UNIT SIBESSES AlID UI'JIT DEFOK-IATIONS, 2052
Gau£;e Line
16 18 19 20
• UUUUO f C .000080c .000127c .000057c .000080c
^to C J.;dUC 170c 217c 150c 123 c
1S3C 197c <C> / c c oo ( C 207c 223 c
217c 290c 360c 517c 203c 233c
263 c 567 c 457 c 653 c 247 c 317 c
390c 497 c 570c 753 c 257c 360c
4S0c 607c 543 c 725 c 623 c
923c 1057 c 53C^ 93t
960c 1123 c
Expansometers
-
Arm Cross
Before After Before After
.000022t .00002St .000117t .000l20t
34t 34
1
144
1
230
1
50t 50t 234 235t
65t 71t 237 249
I30t 140 251t 251t
375t 282t 287
"c" denotes compression, «t" denotes tension



Compression Specimen 2053 after Pailure.

244
AVERAGE STRESSES AND AVERAGE. DEFORIIAT I OITS
,
2053.
Average Averas'e reformation Average Deformation
Unit on the Arm on the Cross
Stress
1, 2, 3, 3, 9, iO, 5, 3, 11, 12, 17, 18,
13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 23, 24.
22,
225 ,000095c .000052c
450 227 c 182c
670 392c 250c
890 556c 35Sc
1095 719c 467 c
1290 957c 593c
"c" denotes compression.

245
UNIT GTKHSSSS Al'JD UNIT DEPORI^IATIOilS, 2055
Unit
Stress
1 2
Gauge
3
Line
4 5 6
225 •OOOOlOt 000020c •OOOOScc .000183t .0000G7t . 000035c
450 100c 90c 140c I20t 47 c 185 c
670 247c 200c 253 c 117t 100c 253 C
890 427 c 363 c 417c 127
1
177c 527c
825^ 1231^ 5450^ 460c^
1095 653c 530c 600c 60t 557c 495
c
1290 887c 770c 817c 60t 425c 587 c
Unit
Stress
7 8
Gauge
10
Line
11 12 13
225 ,000083c .000085c .0001030 .000053c .000045c . 000090c
450 200c 1850 SOOc 185 c 165c 240c
670 200c 367 c 420c 270c 217c 420c
890 347 c 530c 593 c 355c 280 c 570c
825^ 5lOc^
1450^ 260c^ lOc^ 27 1^
507c^
1095 343c 677c 697c 580c 210c 707c
1290 370c 1120c 885c 517c 5S0c 850c
z Series of observations taken while horizontal load was
removed for change of gaviges.
"c " denotes compression
,
"t" deno tes tension.

Unit
stress
1095
1290
UNIT GTKESSL'S AND UlTIT DEPORI.IATIOIIS
, 2053
Gauge Line
14 15 16 17 18 20
225 • OO0l3L'c .000213c .000017t .000030c .000197c .000083c
450 273c 320c 00 120c 357c 250c
67 C 473c 497 c 03c 163 c 437c 453c
890 600c 640c 87c 283c 607c 670c
825^
OZ
577c^ 657c^ 107c^ 467c^ 790c^
777 c
947c
783c
987
120c
187c
460c
550c
830c
917c
903c
Unit Gauge Line
Stress
21 22 23 24
225 .000107c .000143c . 000037c .000040c
450 307c 293c 180c 223c
670 497c 43Oc 280c 303c
890 647 c 653c 427c 433
c
0^ ll3c^ 147c^ 53t^ lOt^
1095 807c 783c 513c 490 c
1290 1063c 870c 737c 633c
z Series of observations tglcen '!:7hile hori
removed for change of gatiges.
"c" denotes compression, »t" denotes tension.

047
UNIT STRESSES AlTD ITrllT DEI^ORI.IATIOIIS , 2053
Unit Expansometers
Stress
Arm Cross
Before ATter Before /ifter
225 .000021t .000040t .000029t .00003lt
450 51t Sit 55t 35t
670 75t 95t 37t 47
1
890 ll4t 50t
825^ 114t^ 50t^
1095 162
1
165
1
51t 51t
1290 237 247 54t 61t
Series of observa: ions taken while horizontal load v-'as
removed for change of ^^^^;es»
"t" denotes tension.

240





251
UNIT STRi^SCES AND UNIT DEFOKlvlATIONS
, 2055
Cube 2055-A
Unit Gau£;e Line
Stress
1 2 3 4 5 6 Averace
o ou «
.000037c .000077c .000020c .000014c
by o lc3t 90t 157c 167c 53c 20c
1 J.UC 77c 137c 293c 3l3c 110c 173c
141^ c 387 c 240c 500c 420c 37c 500c
Cube 2055-B
Unit
Stress 1 2 5
Gauge Line
4 5 6 Average
4S0
.
OOOllOc .000040c .000077c .000053t .000017c .000043c .000040c
735 137 c 100c 40c 30t 53c 110c 70c
1110 350c 233 c 150c not 193c 240c 173c
1340 340c 303c 303c ll3t 293c 273c 2S3c
1550 400c 2S5C 323c 405c 437 c 307c
1790 403c 470c 570c 40c 460c 380c 387 c
2200

252
UNIT STKFISSES AND UNIT DEPOIUviATIONS, 2056
Unit
Stress
Gaioge Line
1 3 4 5 3 Average
OOOlGcc
, 000123c .0003330
.000087c .0000G7t .0001330
770 393c 370c 523c 310c 37t 313c
1140 587 c 717c 533c 67t 467 c
1530 u ^ <^ u 853c 990c 717c 37c 657c
1820 1260 c 1320c 830c 233c 943c
2220
Cube 205S-B
Unit
Stress
Gauge Line
1 2 5 4 5 6 Average
38G
. 0000c7c , uuuUo r c .,000070c .000130c .000170c .000027c .000077c
760 17 c 1030 187c 407c 437c 230o
1130 80c 293c 4l3c 537c 5530 180c 343c
1530 247 c 527 c 6330 7130 6030 410o 5230
1850 430c 7130 810c 797c 637c 4230 637c
2300 753c 1147 c 12970 903c 8270 457c 953c
2790









257
UNIT STRESSES, 2057 AITD 2058
Cube Unit Stress
20 57
-A 2420
2057-B 2890
205C-A Z630
2058-B 2940



259
UNIT STRESSES AND UNIT DEPORI.IATIONS
,
S059.
Unit Expansion
Stress Arm Cross
255 .OOOOllt
. oooooit
480
.000022t .OOGCOSt
705 29
1
5t
920 43t lit
980 47t I4t
1160 49t 19t
1375 58 2lt
1590 not 24t
1840 I24t 30t
2050 293 38t
2200



P.Gl
Average Stresses and Average Deformations, 20G1,
Vertical Arm.
Average Average Average
Unit Deformation Deformation
Stress on the Arm on the
Cross
1 ? F 11 4, 5, 14
12, Ic. 15.
225 .000091c . 000068c
440 219 c 178c
655 394c 318c
860 5S2c 456 c
lOSO 779c 599 c
12S0 1021c 778c
1475 1291c 943c
1530 1693c 1139c
1820
Horizontal Arm.
Average Average Average
Unit Deformation Deformation
Stress on the Arm on the
Cross
6, 7, 8, 13, 9, 10, 19,
17, 18. 20.
110 .000007t .000028t
220 71c Olt
SSO I33c 32c
425 203c 37c
535 275c 65c
635 356c 93c
745 448c 139c
865 570c 174c
950
2020
"c" denotes compression, "t" denotes tension

262
UNIT STRE3Si^;S AITD UNIT DEPOKi.IATIOIIS
,
OA/^ 1
Unit
stress
JL 2
Gauge
Z
Line
11 12 15
• UUUJJ/
c
,000063c .000153c .000047c .000083c .000195c
Of c 133 c 257c 223c 253c 585c
A c cbob 173c 280c 413c 410c 457c 655c
olUC 423 c 577c 590c 687 c 907c
lUoU 430c 590c 733c 823c 925 c 1177c
1230 597 c 787c 953c 1070c 1200c 1520c
1475 770c 102SC 1183c 1357 c 1507c 1905c
1580 987 c 1470c 1610c 1920c 1770c 2405c
unit
Stress
4 5 14
i Line
15
225 AArtAAA000000 .000127c .000043c .000103c
440 Tin —77c
655 loOc 520c 467c
8oO 2o0c 483c 480c 64-3 c
1080 350c 590c 627 c 827 c
1280 513c 723 c 853c 1023 c
1475 660c 880 c 1020c 1215 c
1580 940c 1147c 1137c
"c" denotes compression.

2G5
UNIT STRESSES AIJD UHIT DE^OIt.lATIOlIS
,
2061.
unix
stress
Gauge Line
6 7 8 16 17 18
110
, 000000
.000007c .000027c .OOOOcOt
.000020t .000027t
220 87 c 47c 107c 13C 57c 115c
Sou llOc 130c 210c 53 c 120c 177c
160c 183 c 510c 123 c 167 c 277c
53 o 217c 240c 373c 187 c 265 c 575c
655 273c 323c 473c 237 c 543c 487c
74o 353c 403c 573c 517c 437c 603c
865 477 c 550c 727c 405c 527c 757c
Unit
Stress
Ga-oge Line
9 10 19 20
110 .OOOOOct
.000005c ,000050t .0000S5t
220 07c f C'C 55
1
55
1
330 6Sc 1430 55t 25
425 83c 177c • 70t 45
535 90c 203c 20t lot
655 133 c 2S0c 57t 05
745 213c 330c 50t 45c
865 217c 585c 07 c 90c
"c" denotes compress ion, "t" denotes tension.

2C4
UNIT STRESSES AlID UNIT EXPAITS I OlIS , 2061
Uiiit Expansometers
Stress
Arm Cross
225 .OOOOllt
.000017t
440 lit 17t
655 lit 17t
860 lit 17t
1080 24t 94t
1280 2Gt ll2t
1475 4lt I28t
15S0
"t" denotes tension.

2G5
Wesf

Average Stresses and
Vertical Arm
Avera^i'e Average Average
Unit Deformation Deformation
Stress on the Arm on the
Cross
1, 2, 3, 11, 4, 5, 14,
12, IS. 15.
225 .0001190 •000068c
425 255c 243c
640 450c 370c
830 622c
. 543c
1020 909c 78Sc
1190 1405c 1097 c
2G6
Average Deformations, 2062.
Horizontal Arm
Average Average Average
Unit Deformation Deformation
Stress on the Arm on the
Cross
6, 7, 8, 13, 0, 10, 19,
17, 18. 20.
105
.000037c .000020c
210 159c 50c
320 277 c 93 c
420 399c 115c
525 555c 131c
665 810c 212c
"c" denotes compression

2G7
UNIT STRESSES MW UIIIT DEP0RHATI0IT3
, 2062
Unit
Stress
G L inf*
1 2 5 11 12
225
.000097t • OOOOOot oom •7*7 A
.0002570
425 Hot 60c 210c 547c 490 c 537o
640 27 c 170c 403c 607c 7400 755c
8S0 l30o 5l5c 550c 7900 1003rS/ W
1020 577 c 5370 910c 997c l360r
1190 747c 887 c 1550c 1660c 2057g V7V7f\
1510
Unit
Stress
Gatige Line
4 5 14 15
225
.000020t .000000 •0000970 ,000197c
425 117c 2030 2450 410c
640 157c 3450 577c 603c
850 3070 517c 550c 797c
1020 515c 813 757c 10630
1190 790c 1160c 10730 13630
1510
»c» denotes compression, "t" denotes tension.

2G8
UJIIT STRESSES AND UNIT DEP0HI.IATI0N3
, 2062
Gauge Line
s tress
6 7 8 16 17 18
105
.000067c .000070c .000023c .ooooiot
.000023c .000050c
210 157c 177c 183c 110c 147 c 183c
320 283c 297 c 340c 2l3c 237c 293c
420 480c 4S3c 387c 340c 337 c 367 c
525 650c 647 c 537c 543c 480c 473c
665 930c 933c 787 c 817c 747c 647c
Unit GaiJige Line
Stress
9 10 19 20
105 .0000106 .000007li .000033t .000050t
210 60c 97c 15 C 30c
320 155c 97c 75c 50c
420 173c 100c 153C 53c
525 190c 63 c 257 c 53c
665 323
c
83c 575c 67o
"0" denotes compression, "t" denotes tension

239
UNIT STRESSES MD UIIIT EDCPAIIS 1 0N3 , 20G2
Vertical Arm
Unit
Stress
105
210
320
420
525
665
775
Unit
Deformation
.OOOOGlt
87
1
lS5t
190t
350t
661t
2690
Cross
Unit
Stress
105 and 225
210 and 425
320 and 640
420 and 830
525 and 1020
665 and 1190
775 and 1510
Unit
Deformation
,0000l2t
I2t
18t
29
1
46
65t
89
"t" denotes tension

270

AVERAGE STRESSES AHD AVERAGE DEPORi^TIOlIS
, 2063,
Horizontal Arm Vertical Arm
Average Average Average
Unit Deformation Deformatlo:
Stress on the Arm on the
Cross
6, 7^ 8, IG, 9, 10, 19
17, 18. 20.
115 .000040c .000000
230 1070 19c
340 175c 56c
460 2S3C 70c
570 271c 88c
685 325c 96c
790 377c 99c
910 443c 132c
1030 501c 146c
1040
Average Average Average
Unit Deformation Deformatio
Stress on tlie Arm on the
Cross
1, 2, 3, 11, 4, 5, 14,
12, 13. 15.
225 .000090c .000099c
435 199c 178c
660 294c 252c
910 381c 353c
1080 553c 429c
1300 678c 548c
1500 892c 643 c
1680 1143c 764c
1915 1474c 826c
2160
"c" denotes compression.

272
UNIT 3 TRRSSyiS A?IT) UIJIT DIJFORIvIATIONS,
Unit Gause Line
Stress
1 5 11 J.3
225 .000040t .000087(5 000157c .000027c • UUUUi/ / c • UUU<Ji^ c
455 33
1
260c 133c 43UC
660 20t 263c 420 c 193C 313c 597c
910 30c 353c 410c 293c 437c 760c
1080 123 C 477c 750c S83C 617c 967 c
1300 207c 5S0c 903c 533 c 743c 1123 c
1500 317c 750c 1100c 743c 1000c 1440c
1680 443c 913C 1347c 1030c 1350c 1773c
1915 5l3c 1Q53C 1633c 1453c 1983c 2200c
2160
"c" denotes compression, »t" denotes tension.

UNIT STHESSUS AND UNIT DEFORI-IATIONS, 20G5
Unit
Stress
Gauge Line
4 5 14 15
225
.000007c . OOOlPOo
.0001G7C
435 53c 217c I57c 527 c
650 80c 550c 187c «^ «7 vv
910 157c 500c 250c 507c
1080 247c 617c 267 c 587 c
1300 557c 765 c 585c 690c
1500 445c 897c 475c 780c
1680 6l5c 1097c 5550 795c
1915 705c 1265c 557c 780c
2150
"c" denotes compression.

274
UlIIT STRESSSS Ai>ID miH DEPOiUlATIONS, 2063
Unit
Stress
Gau^e Line
6 7f oo 16 17 18
115 •000027c - oooir^op
.000077c .oooosot
. 000003c .000005c
230 80c l30c 30c 73c 60c
317C 200c 63 c 153c
460 160c 410c 267c 140c 190c
570 220 c 410c 307 c 187c 230c
685 260c 4S0c 320c 260c 307c
790 297 c 507c 340c 363c 380c
910 365c 550c 3S3C 443c 477c
1030 393c 5S7c 427 c 533c 563c
1040
"t" denotes tension, "c" denotes compression.

275
miH STRESS7JS AMD UlTIT DEPORl/xATIOIIS
, 206S.
Unit Gauee Lines
Stress
g 10 19 20
115 000000 OOOOGOc
.000017t . 000043t
83 c 23
1
lot
340 60c I30c 07c 27 c
O f c 1S3C 43 c 37c
570 77c 157c 63c 53C
685 83 c 163c 80c 57 c
790 60c 127 c 127 c 85c
910 73c I37c 187 c lS3c
1030 100c 117c 230c 137 c
1040
"t" denotes tension, "c" denotes compre

276
UNIT STRESSES AliD UIJIT EXPAITSIONS, 2063.
Horizontal Arm Cross
Unit
Stress
Expansion
Before After
Unit
Stress
Expansion
Before After
115 .000000 .000000
230 Olt Olt 115 and 225 .000002t .000002t
540 Olt Olt
460 04t 04t 230 and 435 06
1
570 04t 04t
685 06t 06t 340 and 860 I2t 14t
790 lot lot
910 lit lit
lOlt^
460 and 910 17 I38t^
1030 loot -
570 and 1080 I40t I40t
685 and IS00 I44t 145
1
790 and 1500 I54t I55t
910 and 16S0 151t 161t
372t^
1030 and 1915 574t
Z Instrument di sturbed
,
readings talcen afterward .
"t" denotes tension.

200I
277
-13
o'
12
o
17.3:5 in
^
0)
-18
o
O
o
-17
o'
Looc
Compression Face
35 f o, 33 o 3
32
Tension Face

273
imi7 AiTD UITIT DEP0HI.IATI0HS, 2001
To tal Computed Gaiige Line
Load Unit
lb. S ::ress,f c 1 2 3 4 5
9800 230 .000007
t
,000007t .000010 t .000010c ,000017c
19900 390 lot 20t 10c 63 c 117c
30000 G70 40t 27
1
23
1
100c 2l0r
40000 840 50t 50t sot 143 c 3 IF- r
50000 1050 47
1
74t 7t 230c 410c
60000 1180 83 80t I3t 300c 533 c
70000 1540 127 12St 30t 377 c 637c
80000 1460 147 I50t 40t 4S3c 740c
90000 1500 190t 1806 40t 540c 890c
100000 1665
"c" denotes compression
"t" denotes tension

279
UNIT STRESSES AND UNIT DEPORI^IATIONS , 2001
GauGe Line
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
.00007CC .0000430 .000020t .000057t .000037t .000017t .000100c
I35c 97c 23c 60t 77t 87t 183c
253c 2l7c 97c 40t 97t 170t 540c
310c 257c 120c I23t 87t 190t 510c
43SC 363c 1700 93t 90t 183t 6330
5030 4730 250c 117t 117t 240t 870c
6330 560c 307c 140t I57t 270t 1067c
720c 6530 327c 157t 197t 507t l267c
870c 770c 2770 175t 237t 360t 1537c

230
RESSES AI-TD UIIIT DEP0in.lATI0N3, 2001
15
Gaia^je Line
14 15 16 17 18
.0000S7C
.000073c .00006SC
.000077c
.000100c .000007t
170c 187c 153c 173c 233c 107o
340c 297 c 260c 287c 380c 263 r
497c 440c 353 c 370c 503c I c
6000 510c 440c 433 c 643 c 517c
78SC 600c 547 c 573c 787c 697c
970c 723c 657c 660c 983 c 850c
1113c 830c 760c 743c 1150c 1020c
1353c 933c 853 c 833c 1557c 1153c

UNIT STRESSES AIID UNIT DEIi'OR]..:ATIONS , 2001
Gauge Line
31 32 33 34 35 36
. 000000
t
.000037t .000107t .000043t .000003t .000077t
123
1
170t 187
1
270t 277
1
277
1
32o t 280t 397t
380t 367 373t 453t 427
1
5l3t
493 520 517t 6l3t 533 533
600t 623 620t 7l3t 657t 700t
753t 797 747 860t 850t soot
853 893 873t 950t 903t 953t
997 102St 10l3t lOSOt 985 1183t

232
zooz
Ok
Compreasion Face
1733 in
18
0) o
if
4 of
'Load
df -
33 o
34 32
o
Tension Face

283
UlIIT STRI'^SSES AND UITI? DEPOHi.lATIOITS
, 2002
Load,
Computed
Unit GauGe Line
Id. Stress,fQ 1 2 5 4 5
19700 450 •OOOOlSc
.000000
•000043
c
.00009SC
.000125c
39300 840 50
1
50t 63 c 220 c 307c
59500 1220 87 57
1
85 c 495 c
69200 1590 I50t 80t 85 c 400c 567 c
79200 1540 165 105 107c 475c 685c
89000 1660 195t 160t 103c 515c 767c
Gauge Line
6 7 8 9 ID 11 12
.000105c
.000150c .000100c
.000017t .oooosot
.000057c .000257c
255 c 245c 247c 05c 157
1
03 c 547c
577 c 575c 507c 07
1
125 00 765c
450c 450c 585c lot I53t 27t 1000c
555c 550c 417c 50t I55t 53
1
1167c
645c 605c 517c 27 190t 45 1580c
"C» denotes compression
>
"t" denotes tension.

204
UNIT STRESSES AIID UlflT DEFORI-IATIOHS
, 2002
Gauge Line
15 14 15 16 17 18
.000210c .000130c .OOOlGOc
.000173c .000o23c
.000230c
480c 347c 3S0c 330c 677c 473c
72Sc 503c 580c 510c 1110c 743c
S7SC 570c 673c 577c 1530c 890c
1035 c 647c 727c 650c 1580c 1033c
1195c 750c 843c 7S3C 1813c 1187 c
Load Gauge Line
lb. 51 32 35 54 57 38
19700
.000220t .000357t .000193t .000260t .000087t .C00170t
59300 447t 617t 470t 510t 290t 440
1
59300 653
1
823
1
693t 727t 485
1
6l3t
69200 soot 963 785
1
855
1
620t 807t
79200 873t 1063t 867 917t 717t 927
89000 1017t 1207 995 1040t 820t 10l5t
72500 983 I357t 943 960t 713t 850t
243 507 230 145

P.35
2 003
17^"'.
17
7^
o
10 to ^
o
-.t r.'
22
0)
o 23
o
o
o'
"24"
it of
I
Load
Connpre^sion Face
T"ension Face

235
UNIT STRESSES AND UlTIT DE?0RI.:/vTI01I3
,
2003
Total V ^ '111 W (A u Gaufce Line
Load Unit
lb.
c 2 s 4 5
15000 340 .000017t
.000010c .000057c
29700 660 87
1
oo X 30c 147 c
44000 920 60t O "ST 113c 270c
57000 1155 I20t o"? +<d r X 117c 357c
66000 1280 120 occ 230c 553c
75000 1410
Gauge Line
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
.000127c .000117c .OOOOSSC .000110c .000100c
270c 280c 220c 250c lS7c 110c 17
1
397 c 475c 397c 4l3c 317c 163 c 00
547 c 653c 520c 630c 407c 190c lot
873c 1117 c 973c 1047c 857c 567 c 100c
"c" denotes compression,
"t" denotes tension.

287
UlTIT AlIL Ul'TIT DEPOHI.IATIOITS
, 2003
Gaijjce Line
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
.000007t .000027t .0000G7C
.000103c .000127c .000093c .000240c
23
1
20t 47 c 3S0c 267c 313c 420c
45 sot 47 c 567c 470c 523c 543c
37t 153t 13
1
757c 667 c 777c 683c
00 143
1
73t 770c 653c 807c 660c
Gau^e Line
20 21 22 23 24 (21
;
.000223c .000443c .000200c .00021SC .000223c ( .000163c
290c 607c 473c 447c 473c 527 c
547 c 707c 673c 723c 640c 427c
717c 8570 983 c 1013c 990c 577 c
600c 857c 1067c 112SC 1017c 577 c ;
"c" denotes compression,
"t" denotes tension.

UlTIT STRSGSSS /JID UlilT DIiIPORIvIATIOITS , 2003
Gauge Line
31 32 33 34 36 37 38
0002531 .000197t .000283t .000097t .oooisot .oooioot .oooioot
390t 380t 430t 293t
.
187
1
277
1
517t 550t 607t 397
1
473t 337t 437
567
1
683
1
807t 573t 650t 533 573t
740 640 8l3t 477 670t 897 887
"t" denotes tension.





